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MUCH PERSONALTY
HAD DENNIS REED

PADUCAH. KY.,FRIDAY EVENING. OCTOBER 19. 1906.
NO CUT IN FORCE.

I. C. Shop Force Reduced by Degrees
In Future.

OLD ORDINANCE
CONFUSES THEM

BELL RINGERS

UPPER AND LOWER
RIVER DISAGREE

SI,S10ST Ste-ORE DE tut
IN Ho OWING 1401'41:
FIRE IN BIRMINGHAM,

Thu dreaded "cut" In the working
forces of the Paducah Illinois Central shops will not be made this seaCould Not Tell Same Story Ron, at least this is what local offi- Says City License 'Inspector
cials anticipate. Instead of cutting
Twice And He Is In Jail.
George Lelinhard
off 30 ner cent of the force, and in a
measure demoralising the employes
for some time before the order is efFolarteen-Year-Old Lad Found WanDenies Claim of Paducah Distilleries
fective, the road has adopted a new
Company That Bond is Not
dering Otreets at 3 o'clock This
method. The force is now at its maxNeirning.
Nee-et:Nary.
imum. By not engaging men to fill
•
vacancies the company accomplishes
by degrees the reduction.
POLH'F.' THINK HE IS WANTED
FOI'lt WARRANTS SWORN OUT '4
t•

BililLitighill11, Alai., Out

The boarding house of Mrs.
Moody burned at 3 o'clock this
morning and al
st a score of
lives were lost,
When the in.
mates awoke the end of the
building was wrapped In Hanle%
Slid burned so rapidly that
only
a few escaped. Seven charred #
bodies already have been found. X
Two were in the halluay, four 4,14
on the stairuny, indicating an
'
X
attempt to escape. Sesen Otherii
Are known to be
missing. TN.
debris es being marched.

41•1440 Was hi

LI

rilPSPI

Edwards.

CLOSE CALL

HAVANA STRICKEN

QUEER PRANK

SPEAKING

GUILTY

Jae Toner, a well known newsThe formal opening of the Elks'
paper writer from Sault Ste. Marie,
VERDICT AGAINST STANDARD IN home, on North Fifth
street, will be
Mich., has been engaged by the offiOHIO CASE.
on the evening of October 30. This
cers of the farmers' institute to write
was decided on at a meeting of the
a full proceeding of the meeting in
lodge laat night
Pedscah. It will require several
Several pieces of furniture have
days to complete the work
He will AVas Charged With Maintaining •
delayed and the members did
been
probably remain in Paducah this winConspiracy in Restraint of
not wish to receive guests until the
ter, as he has started writing a hisTrade.
house was completely furnished. A
tore _of McCracken county, and will
telegram from the Chleago house, inalso get out a souvenir hook oontainfoming the lodge that the furniture
• ing biographical sketches of promiFindloy, 0., Oct. I9.—The Stand- had been shipped, made It possible to
nent business and professionat men of
Paducah.
ard Oil company of Ohio was found set the date.
guilty of maintaining a conspiracy
The committee sac reception has
Diamonds Going Up.
in restraint of trade by the jury fixed hours for the formal opening
New York, Oct. 19.— Wholesale this morning. The vote stood ten for from 3 to 5 In the afternoon and
dealers have sent notices to the re- conviction and two for
acquittal. 7:30 to 11 at nignt.
tailers that diamonds will cost 20 The last juror
was finally wore out
The dedication of the building
per cent more this season than last
and Consented to vote for conviction will he Thursday. December 6.
year. The reasons given are that the
ronght stones received frois South of the big trust. Attorney Troup, for
The committee appointed to arAfrica are inferior to'those of other the Standard. Was present when the range a program for the Elks' meyears and do not yield on cutting ati jury reported and announced a momorial service Sunday, December 2,
' -h-grade gems in the commercial tion for a new trial will be entered
meet this afternoon. The coms.Lia as formerly. Again the cost of soon. No sentence will be peened un- will
cutting and polishing stones is great- til the motion is decided. A line of mittee is eomeosed of Mr. Rodney
Davis, chairman;
Messrs. John sf.
er because cutters and polishers are
from $50 to $5,000 may be imposed.
Dorian, Harry Johnston, Earl Walgetting higher wages than ever before
There is now one public house for e are and It. E. Jones,
every SO people in France.
.Owes Seventy-Five Dollars.
Eced and Coal Contracts.
H. B. Winters. of Marshall county,
The finanee committee this afterflied a petition in voluntary banknoon, acting with Mayor Yeiser,
ruptcy, petting forth liabilities of
awarded the city feed contract for
$1.76 with no assets. He is a doctor
It is the daily average then.
three months to Bradley Bros. The
The creditors will meet October 31
lation of • newspaper that the
coal contract went to the West Nettshrewd advertiser investi
lucky Coal company for one year at
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Thompson
"High Water" days don'tgate
coa
10% and 11% cents per bushel
returned from Tupelo,
The Sun's daily average lest
weighed on the city scales.
, were called by the death
month was 3939.
.0 NI
1114,111010n. a brother
Mr. Elmo Nicholson, Of Bandana,
01 tlie
visiting in the city.

f

SCANDAL

Both campaign committees are
A Broadway gtreet car. a 36 cali- getting down to business and mapber cartridge and
Henry Presnell, ping out their plan of campaign.
14 year, old, werasthe principals in Counting -oat Sunday tomorrow is
an exciting scene at Maldee alley, the last day on which to file a list of
between First and Second atreets.on candidates with the county clerk, as
Breadway this morning about-10720 the list must be In fifteen days beo'clock. Some mischievous boy had fore the election.
placed the cartridge on the track.
At Republican headquarters enThe car struck It and the bullet Wt. thusiaam is strong and the committee is working with a will. A sneakJohnnie.
The youth was walking leisurely Ing campaign will be inaugurated
along nn the north side of Broadway. Monday MON and every other night
When he got directly in front of the after that until election day there
Western Turf saloon the car ap- will be speaking in one or more secproached and he turned to watch tions of the city. The first me
the passengers. There Was a sudden will be at Fifth and Jefferson streets
report end .14,11n rita felt an mathITIC .1don4ity night.
hit ?dm.
IN BANKRUPTCY.
"I'm shot," the yonth wailed, and
immediately became limp with fear.
He snatched at hie bosom and grew
deathly pale. Men standing about
ran to him: The street car crew did
Iikewitie, and In a few minutes the
crowd grew to several hundred people.
Dr. Frank Boyd, tn• (-mean.
physician, came (loin on
a hurry
call and examined the hoy. The htdlet struck him full in the chest, penetrated the coat and shirt and made
a alight indention on the flesh, hut
did not break the skin. One tiny red
spot marked where the spent linnet
struck.
Miss Ora Boren has returned from
Tens.

g viSit in rhatta.001MIL.

MANY SPEAKERS
ARRIVING TODAY

of tire. Ann

TOBACCO SEASON
IS ABOUT OVER

HOUSE WARMING

•

IIMDENI GOLD FOC\D

Mayfield, Oct. 19.--While on her
death bed lest week, Mrs. Ann Edwards, living seven miles west of the
Rut Resolution To Improve city told one of her relativeee that Special Farmers' Institute
hid away $5-too in gold and named
From Mouth l'p Prevails. she
Dovk n to Business.
the place where to find it. Her story
was not given munch credence, but
this week a search was made and the
Eight Hour Law WU' Not Be Mo- money was found concealed in a Cu
Issioner Vreeland Make* .141lested by Delegates to Ohio
closet in a room where she forbade
tire•s, Followed by Erperte on
Valley Convention.
anyone entering. She died at the age
igriculture.
of 75 years and the money she said
had been there for 40 yews or during the late civil war.
NECESSITY OE AMALGAMATION
CliBUBN
TOMORROW
SPEAKS

MODERATOR

•

10 CENTS PER WEEK

•.$
As the result of instructions given C414
Portsmouth, 0., Oct. 19.—A re:$940.0.1.19.19.11.0,44$144.:•1•44:4A)
by the city solicitor last night a waraffirmation of the recommendations
rant was sworn out this morning by
offered In
past conventions
BROKE UP MEETING OF BOARD
was
George Lehnhard, license inspector
made in the resolutions passed by OF DEATH FOR ENGINE FOREOF ALDERMEN.
against the Paducah Distilleries comMAN T. J. DANAHER.
the Ohio Valley Improvement associpany, chervil/1g It with seiling liquor
ation today. The commitlee meeting
by the wholesale without. authority.
previous to the 'session of the *dowelChief Collins Tried to Stay Din Rut Three other warrants filed away will
aiion
was marked ty frequent clash- Arm Caught and Was Sprained But
The above is what Dennis Need, a
Found the (seed Was Too
be reinstated.
es between up-river and lower deleIi Sated His Life Early This
Great.
14-year-old negro boy, had on and
Morris J. Friedman, president of
gates.
Morning.
secreted on him when arreeted this
the concern, appeared in the in- Most Successful One For The
The bone of contention
was a
morning ut 3 o'clock at Second tereet
spector** office this morning and
(rowers' Association. • plank giving the lower river prefer.
and Kentucky avenue by Patrolmen
Business was suspended in the charged that official with persecuting
"Dee in improvement, which
Terrell and Brennan. The boy was
may
him,
Lehnhard
but
Mr.
insisted
that
T J. Danaher, foreman of switch
board of aldermen last night while
follow In the future. Capt. Rodgers,
stopped, the patrolmen making it a
eng!ne. No. 1.111. In the shop yard
an effort was made to stop the din he is only doing his duty in the matof
Pittsburg,
habit to stop every stranger and
led
the
attack on the
Nearly a Half Ililkm Dollars Has
ter.
night service, did not realise how
made by the WallersteIn bells.
proposition, which was championed
learning their busIneee at such an
Change-if Blends in sale Made
The claim is made by the company
narrow was his escape from death
Chief Collins went to the window
hour. and the negro looked fettleby
former
Congressman
Frank
P. when
through Agentl
Three boys and double the number that It Is not necessary to furnish
he attempted to catch his entoed.
Posey. Harmony finally prevailedshe
of girls were frantically shaking their bond to sell liquor by wholesale, and
gine in the darkness this morning.
"We sot the negro to the hail and
Pitodeirg titan, withdrawing his obarms holding some object in their a. a wholesale dealer's license was
Liannher's engine was backing. He
when there an attempt watt made to
jections.
issued him on certificate of payment WAREHOUSEMEN
hands.
stuck out his foot and caught the
ARE PLE1sED
break and run but we preveate.d his
Another
controversy
arose over
"Hey, kids, stop that raliket," the of $25 to the Pity treasurer, the constep with his heel. The engine wan
escape," Palrolmen Terrell explained
the efforts of Attorney Cildeen C.
chief commanded from lie upstairs cern Is protected.
moving fast and
Danaher
was
"The negro first stated he was from
Wilson, of Cincinnati. to have the
window, but it only serreed to inThe general coulee) refused to issue
thrown against the tank. He fell
Cairo, where he repaired screen doors
The tobacco market for the sea- executive committee of the associacrease the crowd. Chief Collins went a license to the company in July. Mr.
over the draw bar, and but for his
Later, after sweating, he said he had
down to investigate. By this time Friedman later, with hits attorney, son just closing, 1505 crop. has been tion exert its influence in having the
arm catching in the space between
been in Memphis and from Memphis
the noise seemed to have spread all Campbell Flournoy. appeared in the stronger than the local market has government eight-hour law amendthe bar and the tank frame, might
went to Ca:ro, boarding the Dick
over the business section of the city. office of City Treasurer Dorian and been in several years in all grades of ed, and blaming the law with rehave fallen off. His arm was badly
Fowler for here after a diay's stay in
"If we had 5441 policemen we could tendered the $25 for the license neces- tobacco. This statement was made stricting river improvements.
Cairo. He told different stories and
wrenched.
Foreman
John Lehnnot stop that racket" Chief Collins sary before going before the council by Gus Veal, seller for the Dark ToCongressman R. R. Dovener, of
seems pretty shrewd for a boy of his
hard was called out at 4 o'clock this
reported as hi returned to the coun- for permit and bone With the cer- bacco Growers' association here.
Wheeling, and others'
protested
years He claimed he got the clothes
morning and relieved the injured
cil chamber.
against anything that would incur
He said:
tificate from the treasurer they went
while working in a restaurant in
foreman of his engine
the
-We had an unusually Weld
to City Clerk Bailey and 'mitred a
of the labor organiseReaMemphis, but failed to state how. He
license.
'on, and look for a better one for done, and the report of the commitroomed there with a brakeman on
City License Inspector Lehnhard the season, beginning with Novetn- tee on the subject was withdrawn
(be Bilnots Corers' and claimed the
claimed that the aide of liquor by the bee when the 1906 crop will come and ordered stricken from the recbrakeman gave him some of the
company is illegal as in violation of in The warehouse people had a ords.
elothes."
John A. Fox. or Arkansas. field
Reed claimed to live at 922 North OF ABSOCIATVON IS THE REV. T. welkin 167 of the licease.ordinance stronger market than in years. They
adopted Januery,_1.606, which. MOO ,lissit for a atrotstfre seerket neat Irma. agent uf.the national rivers.aed hap- (3'1:L4INE 1.11.1-ei HUNDRKIIrti AND
Twelfth street.
He could give no
B. HOttelg.
it obligatory for • roevern welling son than this just closing, and we hors congress, addressed the convenreason for being out .at 3 o'clock In
DOES MUCH DAMAGE.
liquor in quantities of not less than do too.
tion on the nweessity. of the amalgathe morning. The police believe him
4ine quart and not to he drunk on the
to he a thief and house-breeker want"In regard to price!, our success mation of all improvement associaed in Memphis and are investigating The Rev. Calvin Thompson, of the premise*, to execute bond before the 'was phenomenal, and stamps the as- tions to induce congress to adopt a
Brooklyn Hard Aground mid tither
general council. The ordinance con- sociation as
First Rapt be Church, Preaches
a success. It has made broader and more liberal policy tosh te, injured-4'min. I'ohne,dodos the "applicant shall not com- money for
Opening Sermon.
NO LIGHTS OUT
its members that could not ward waterway-s.
Ilia Lcseled
mence Anathema until said bond is exeOhio Valley Improvement associahave been
made in independent
cuted."
And Fs M. Henry Fell Head First
sales by individuals. We sold „lugs at tion re-elected John L. Vance. of
Into 10-Foot Trench.
Mr. Friedman insisted that the or- from $5 to Vs and leaf at from 96 Columbus Ohio, president; J. F.
The West Union Baptist associaHavana. Oct. 19.—As the result of
of Cincinnati, secretarytion is meeting with success 'at Bay- dinance does not require any bond to $12. The minimum prices are as- Ellison
and
E. Ms Henry, of Twelfth
the worst cyclone in the history of
for
wholesale
dealers,
treasurer,
but
the
number
inand
a
tonishing.
of
We
sold
vIce-preal
no
ou church near Heath, Ky. There
trash lugs for
Jackson streets, a well known Illispector is of the opinion MT. Fried- less than $6."
dents among them: E. A. Smith, the city, upwards of one hundred perare about 1,000 in attendance and
nois Central pipefltter, started for a
man has mistaken an amendment to
George
Parsons, Cairo, J. F. Brow- sons are known to be dead and hunThe
association
this season has
much interest is being Olken in the
dreds of others are injured
drag store at Eleventh street and
Thousection 167 of the old ordinance, left of the 1905 crop
70 mil of a to- ninaki, Rippe, Ill . J. C Willis, of
work.
sands of dollars damage was done
Broadway Ise night and walked into
which was adopted in July, 19115.
Metropolis,
tal
of
3
Ill.
000
hogsheads.
The Rey T. B. Rouse railed the
It is estimatThe United States cruiser Brooklyn
the excavation made for the sewers
ed $400.000 were realised in gales.
meeting to order yesterday, and ofwas torn from her moorings in Haon Eleventh street. HP fell ten feet
ficers were chosen as follows: The
vana harbor and Is thought to be
and alighted In the soft mud on his
Rev, T. B. Rouse, moderator; J. R.
hard aground. Others of the Amen.
head. He was unable to climb out
Stewart, secretary: Joe Potter, disfleet are said to have been seriously
and cried for help. His cries attracted
trict moderator. The Rev Calvin
damaged and it is believed loss of
Persons from the drug store, and
Thompson, of the First Baptist
CAMPAIGN
WILL BE INAUGURA- life occurred among the members of
WILL FIE OMEN BY ELKS ON
procuring ropes they hoisted him out'
church, preached yesterday morning
the fleet. Camp Columbia is PractisTittlevir ('AR SHOT BOY WALKTED BY COMMITTEE.
NIGHT OF OrTOBER 30.
He complained of pains in the back
cally wiped out, the gale leveling the
at 11 o'clo• It. Dinner spread on the
ING
ON
SIDEWALK.
but was able to walk home.
tents. One soldier is reported fatally
grounds was a feature of the meethurt. Many are seriously injuring.
WRITING UP INSTITI'TE
Hear From Furniture Dealer and De,
Fire* Republican Rally Will Be Held ed.
Broadway Car Struck Cartridge on
ride on Eisele-it Date Poseible
at Fifth and Jefferson Monday
J. Toner Will Engage in special Work
for Event.
Track and Rune, !struck
Night.
This Winter.
Henry Presnell,
Three sirs trousens, one pair
overalls, nine shirts, three males
modes two suits underwear, one
pair shore, one hat, eighteen
door keys, several trunk keys,
piece of tallow candle, several
cartridges, letters and receipt!.

•

un.

WILL RE AIRED IF MURPHY
TELLS ALL HE KNOWS.

Leader of Iona-tinny Appears Before
Grand Jury But WIll Not Be
Inters hosed.

The second day of the special instibegan at The Kentucky this
morning with the list of speakers augmented by arrivals last night. state
Conimissioner Hubert Vreeland arrived last night, as did R. M.
G. I. Christie. H. S. Barr) W. L.
Goss and several members of the ex•tation at Lexington.
The morning seisalon was taken up
with a talk by Cotnminsioner Vreeland; J. B. Fort on the subject of
"•Goats," and it. M. Allen, of the pure
food department of Kesatucky. Mrs.
Lelia Lewis sang a solo accompanied
by Miss Courrle Puryear. It was
much enjoyed.
Chatrnia,n Singleton announced that
the Saturday afternoon session of the
ionvention would be
at the
held
city hell, as the Kentucky theater
will be in use. This afternoon's OM$1(ln began at I:110 o'clock with three
lectureers on the program. 0. I.'
Christie, of Purdue university La
Fayette, Inas Is down for a lecture on
"Modern Method* of Seed Corn Selection," W. L. Goss will lecture and Id.
S. Berry ea% lecture on "Truck Gardening."
Tomorrow the principal lecture of
the. institute will be given by Prof. F.
I). Coburn, secretary of the state
leiard of agriculture of Kansas. He
will speak at 10 o'clock with "Alfalfa" as his aubject. It is especially
desired that Prof. Coburn have a
large audience tomorrow morning.
He is a finished speaker and a cultivated man.
Otte

More Exhibits.
There were several additions to the
mien and tobacco exhibits today
John McKeage, of Woodville, has an
exhibit of mixed tobacco; J. A. Cooper, rune route No. 4, corn; J. A.
Wade, Grahantville, corn; M. N Stanley, 223 Jefferson street. corn. D.
Burton, rural route No. I. corn; Theo
Hovereamp, corn end two exhibits of
alfalfa; J. H. Wyart, Ballard •
corn; n C. Sinens, rural roes
sweet potatoes. The pulses ii,i, he
awarded tomorrow'
Onowninelesser Vreeland,
Commhusioner Vreeland said be regretted being absent for one day of
the institute. He urged the audience
to come bark tomorrow and bring
others to hear Prof. Coburn who wa•
accustomed to addressing large audiencte. Mr. Vreeland said he the Meted the duties of his office to mi
that he was the fineness agent of
Kentucky farmers at Frankfort. In
that capacity he did not attempt to
Instruct them himself, but arranged
for scientific men to lecture to the
farmers. He reviewed the condition
of the' department and its work and
showed its trnportance to the state.
In a short talk of moch pith and
Point. J. B._Fort, a eromoter of The
Toleteco
Dark
association,
took
"Goats" as his subject. A goat, he
said, is an animal with a ban- on him.
lie is good for little more than to
butt. Then he drew a compark--- s•
tweea the goat and the nsi
hangs back on propositions to improve conditions, who is always on
the outside of everything till it is an
asstired success, and then jumps into
the hand wagon and shouts the loudest. He said, though a Democrat
that he endorsed President Roosevelt
In his treatment of the trust problem.
He believed that the Anglo-Saxon
blood In the vein's of Kentucklane
and Tenneseeeans would ultimately
rule the republic,

New York, Oct. 19.—Charles Mut'
phy. leader of Tammany, and political ally of William R. Hearst, by
force of circumstances, was before
grand jury today. It Is thought
if Murphy tells all he knows one of
the greatest rooliTha teatidals In
New York's muddy political history
will be aired. Murphy was In the
ft. M. Allen delivered an eye-opengrand Jury room about 20 minutes,
ing lecture on "Food Adulteration."
Schedule Flied in Rehltopf tease Is hut refused to talk when he reapThe subterfuges of adulterators were
Acceptable.
peared.
down up mercilessly, and he said an
adulterated product was. "a wolf in
The E. Rehkopf Saddlery company
Clint Gibba. clerte In the Illinois sheep's clothing." He
said 65 per
has filed a corrected schedule of na- Central round house, has resigned,
cent= of the babies In the United
ves and liabilities in the bankruptcy effective
today. P. B. Finley was ap- States are bottle-fed, and that the
court and It was aceeptecid.
pointed to the vacancy.
mortality of these babies compared
E. W. Ilagby, referee In bank
to the breast-fed once, Is appalling.
ruptcy, this morning made an order
proving conclusively' that adulterated
in the case of W. M. Anderson, of
milk is a profound menses to the risMarshall county, directing Cecil Reed,
ing generation.
trustee, to sell notea, accounts, etc.,
He said the adulterated product
WEATHER: — Fair tonight
and also allowing Xttorney John G.
steals the years of hard effort necesand Saturday. INIoler tonight.
Lovett a fee of $25 for service In the
sary to produce a good product. by a
highest temperature
reached
•
short ent of Imitation
which not
ye•derdny was 69 and the lossest
merely its fraud, but is Injurious to
today ens :1.3.
Dr. .1. It Coleman has returned
the u.er
Nclulterated fool cost.
from' liontireflie, where be attended
--the. Masonic grind fudge meetly.
(ConttnuEd an Page Am.).
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DR. J. R. COLEMAN HARD TO DO RIGHT
Let Us Save You 25 Per Cent
WHEN EXPECTED
GRAND MARSHAL
Oil Your Winter Suit.

S

We guarantee to sell you good, new and
dependable clothing for men and boys at
a saving of 25 per cent over what you will
have to iblikto 'redit houses. Patrons to
whom we ha .e sold one of our 112 all'pure
worsted suits have told us they were asked
$18 at Broadway stores for same suit, and
we know it to be a fact. Let us show you
our line.

Men's Suits at from
$4.50 to $15.

The Same Saving of 25
Per Cent
Holds good in our wen's and boys' Over
Imlats. Our splendid styles in
CRAVENETTE OVERCOATS at
Csnoot be bought elsewhere at lugs than
$10 to $12

$1.50

Better grades at 110 and $12.50. Dressy
and servieeable, not affected by rain or sun.

A SPECIAL OFFER
ivaranteed rain-proof Reefer Overcoat, all
wool ineltnn, just the thing for men who
%Ink in all kinds of
-SOO
weather.
0.
Worth $7.5

Sale of Ylen's Odds and Ends In Snits
.. —.SC ilil Sold before a
Choice of lot 1
Tin shone* of• life timi for those
OriVU
$15, 1IR,
wanting an all wool suit for work or
knock about.
$3.50
.....
Choice of lot 2 at
These not s4) guess lot X, but nearly so.

Sale of Men's Fancy Vests at SIN, $1.51, $2.01
Malinfaetnrers' samples of this season's Fancy Vests t1L- •
sell elsewhere at more thau double. We have sold many to
dueah's best dressers. Why not to you, too t

Shirt Sale Begins Today
One lot 50 dozen Men's Fancy Colored Madras and Pereale Shirts, $1 and 11.50 values. all sizes, go on sale at

48c

THE MODEL
112 South Second Street.

Paatietth s Cheap Cash Store.

A

all Will ()urines You.

Shirt Bosoms Starched Right
Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
with the bosom starched only in spots and with starch
daubed all around the neckband and sides of the
bosom?
We have a machine which saves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the
shirt with this machine.
Let us demonstrate its value to you.

THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question is :
Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
Who's the best to see
to
you
refer
will
he

E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing. Heating, Gas Fitting
133 south Pourth

335 Kentucky Ave.

1:tis Phonemes 301

M. Nance, Embalmer
Lee Nance, Jr.
While Ambuianets far Wok and injured Only.

CI U Y N AiSIC E & SON
Undertakera and Embalmers

New IThorste

Open

Old Plume es99
Day and Night.

'Sas

-"V

Committees Nattud at (lope of Aderl• The Rev. T. J. Newell Itillefees Strong
Speech Before the Colored
nix Held In Louisville
Methodists,
This Week.

:HTS OF

PYTHIAS

EI.EVT NEED RieTTER UNDERSTANDING

Louieville, Ky., Oct. 19.—The fol.
-wing appointments were made by
,..ind Master Veach at the close of
grand lodge:
Grand Chaplin—Bird Hughes.
Senior Warden—R. R. Rossell.
Junior Warden----E. R. Hitching".
Grand Marshal—J. R. Coleman
'.tilucah, Ky.
Grand Sword Bearer—J. A Huey,
Ilion county.
Grand Pursuivant—J. L. Kimmel,
Henderson, Ky.
H. Erdman,
Tiler--H.
Grand
Assistant Grand Secretary—J. A.
-Age, Louisville.
A.
committee on
iiuser, Owingsville, Ky.; W. C.
ard, Paris, KY.; B. M. Arnett,

rinance—J.

Need Not

131e. T. J, Newell made a strong
brotherly address to the colored conference in IPS/lion at Massey's chapel,
C. M. E. church this morning.
in the course of his address Dr.
Newell said, ''A little more than to
yeefis ago there was set at liberty
More than four millions of your people who were in absolute ignorance.
I do not suppose there lees one man
In a thoneand among the slaves who
could read and write. Now nearly
every young boy and girl can read
and write, while there are very many
of the old men who caoie out of
slavery in total ignorance have, without schooling, by tbe dim firelight
after a hard day's work, learned how
to read the word of God.
"To say that you have not done the
best you could eould he the truth.
No men does the best he can. You
have, however. come a long way in
the last forty years. Don't let anYbody become discouraged, for amid
the darkness and the blackness I see
Lb. light of a better era deeming.

holasville, KY.
committee on
Appeals—O. D
I.ionaa, Lebanon, Ky.; Samuel R.
' -her, Headquarters, Ky., John G.
amer, Lexington-. Ky.
Lodges U. D.. John W. Landrum.
"The time has come when the good
'.tylleld. Ky.; George A. Lewis,
.
:ankfort, Ky.; A. H. Byrnn, Coy- white men and the good black men
Must stand together. The best friends
.!ton. Ky.
people have in the world
rorrespondenee—W. W. Clark, the colored
The best
in the south.
here
are
,ensboro.- Ky.
,.
friend% the white people In the south
Committee on Jurisprudence—B.
have are the southern negroeft The
Witt, Henderson, Ky.; G. Allison
beat way for this land to become the
,11and. Lexington. Ky.; J. D. Dye.
hest land n (eiel's earth is for the
tefield, Ky.
white man sue the black Man to
Trnstees of the Masonic Templestand together for righteousness.
five
Louisville,
1, Jefferson,
"I am always for the negro for his
Ara; T. J. Funk, Lotifitillle, four
'good. I am always for the white
-Ars; H. H. Holman, Louisville,
man for hie good. I am always
• -oe years; Joe H Ewalt, Shawhan,
against .Itim for his evil. I am alun years: George B. Winslow, Carways for the white man for his good
, Ion, one year.
and against. him when wrong. I can
Masonic Widows and Orphans' not sea why the colored man's house
t5ie--1-1. R. French. Mt. Sterling, should sot -be as sal red as the white.
; W. R. Jqnson, Lebanon, Ky.; man's. Let us see the; it shall be. It
-rues E. Wilhelm, Paducah, Ky.
Is hard for a man to do right when
Ohl Masons' Home--Thomas B. he is expected to de eight. It is more
'tle, Owensboro. KY.; R. H. Sta- diffietrIt ft, him to do right when
n, Brooksville, Ky.; Johd C. Wor- evervbodiAteapects him to do wrong,
mm, Henderson, Ky.
sad it is hard for a man to do right
Hopper, even when he loses by not doing
Necrology—Jail/1PR
W.
1.11S1/1:1e, Joseph F 1.1nebaugh, H. right, but it is more difficult for a
man to do ricbt when he loses nothHodge.
Mc- ing by doing wrong. If there is no
C.
Constention--- William
'lord. Springfield. Ky.. James Bar- hurt to a man for the destruction of
.lett, Columbia, Ky.; H. B. Grant. another's home it Is easy for him to

I.EGST WL
--get—Baby Is restless. can't sleep at
qht. won't eat, cries spaamodlesibr•
brittle of White's Cream Vermifulge
rel. fails to cure. liCvery mothers
mild give her baby WhIte'• Crew*
rmiftige. So many times when the
by Is pale and fretful the mother
es not know what to do. A bottle of
s medicine would bring color to his
...elks and laughter to his eyes. Clive
t a trial
Sold by all druggists.

Wear Her Out
i4t1

Treirtiler to Retire.
Paris. Oct. 19.—The resignation
of Premier Sarrlea after the cabinei
council tomorrow, Is regarded in pp:Meal circles a, certain. III health
ha said to
_ have determined him to retire. -

has cured more than one million American Women, and it will cure
When troubled with painful irregularities, when backyou.
aches and headaches drive out all ambition, Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound will bring back health, strength, and happiness.
It Glave Me New Life land Vigor
Last spring, while we were moving I did considerable
pp.o•
strength permitted, and having mental trouble at the same time,
MPS. P'/•11tHAIA

alonfactorers of

Sell on installments-and
take old instruments in
exchange,

DISTRIBUTING OFFICE
5 1 8 BROADWAY
E P. Boursuin- tuner,

Phone 1041-a

—

more work loan imy
My nervor eat
rn . heA.th broke 0..=wn comolereiy and I fc-nd myself unable to rest
e shattered and I was pate and emaciated and had to take to my bed.
, rn be
e
and.
Compound.
a E. Finkham's Vegetaole
sizter advi,ed me to try
d take any• -o..gh I had no tarn in parent mecicines, I w.s so miserable *Mt WOW
lc,: relief. I found the' Lt made a corip;r2 change for de hew.Inducing appw
t
and restful sleep and impasting new life and vie/PIO My soars apinsin.
I gained nearly fourteen poJnds, my comple1100 looked boob sad clear, and my
best *lends were surprised and pleased at the change and could hardly credit the
fact that Lydia E. Pulkham's Vegetable Compound had accomplished It.
HONOR., ULLIAN Hewer.
1:11 ector Seauie Dramatic Chub.
tile 31st Ave.. South, Seattle. Wash.

I '

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Cures Where Others Fall

Cbe Kentucky
BOTH Jd'HoNER .".tri.
MATETLIC AND NIGHT.

SATURDAY,October 20

Prof. W. Gilbert, assistant secretary of education, responded in a few
words and said that with a better
understanding between the races the
problem; could he settled In the spirit
of christ

Theistriedil Xeies

a drama of very considerable dralee power and intensity. It is a
, irk, too, that the dramatist has
ien rather more time to than usuin writing. Miss Kengiark has had
h wonderful luck in the choosing
plays, that her great succets in
I he Toast of the Town" was no
'prise. Her company for this seaii
an unusually fine one, and the
-Auction it said to be of great
ienificenee.

Timely
Suggestion

JANti
KENNARK
The Toast
of the TOWII

At this season of the year
use a

In Clyde Fitch's Masterpiece

operty in the county, $254).
L. D. Husbands to J. T. Quarles,
-i'oPertY on Jarrett street $300.
A happy tboustitidra.Anatin's Pana Jiffy.
cakes for breakfast.

It will add immensely
to your

Carl Anthony, Lilla -Vane,
and others

COMFORT

Prices: Matinee-50, 75 and $1.
Children, 25c. Sight-25, 35, 50,
75, $1.00 and $1.50.
—
Seats on sale Friday 0 a. tn.

DePetv -Bordello

As an auxiliary to your
coke furnace you will find
it invaluable. With it you
can make your dining
room, sitting room or bed
room comfortable at any
hour when your coke fire
is insufficient.

Big Stock Company

AT rial Will Convince You

20-PEOPL E-20

Mail us this coupon and our
solicitor will call.

ONE WEEK
Monday, Oct. 22
COMMENCING

Matinees
Wednesday ind Saturday

In an admirable repertoire of
of notable plays.
--GREAT
la VAUDEVILLE ACTS 51

PRICES 10c, 20c, 30c

Name

()cloning Play

The Power of Truth
LADIES FREE MONDAY NIGHT

Address

27

se

...

THE PADUCAH LIGHT AND POWER CO.

Malaria Makes Pale Blood.
The Old Standard Grove's Tastelogo Chill Tonic drives out malaria-1' Subscribe

and builds up the system, Sold by all
rears. Prise orate. dealers toe
•

I

GAS HEATER

The Original Massive Productil,!
as Presented by ViolkAllen
and iirest Cast, Including

When accompanied by a 30e ticket
if
purchased before 5 p. m. Monday
Deeds.
Sea s on aide Saturday.
T. J. Eley to W. A. Langston,

assay in

•
•

Do not let disease make headway. Write at once to Mrs Pinkham, Lynn, M133.
is free and will contain information of great value to you. Mrs. Pinkham
advice
,.Her
21aughter-in-law of Lydia E. Pinitham, and for twenty-five years under her direction
and since her decease, she has been advising s!.71t women tree of charge.

Tome of the Town.
What should prove a most delightful dramatic treat will be the apeggIMIA pearance of Jane Kennark in Clyde
'ch's comedy, "The Toast of the
iwn," at The Kentucky Saturday.
i thee and night. While Mr. Fitch's
iy is called a comedy, It is said to

D. H.
Baldwin & Co.

The drudgery of house work seems never
ending to tired-out, dispirited women who
suffer from female complaints or irregularities. Inflammation and ulceration cause fearful bearing -down pains which
are aggravated by much standing on the feet, and lifting necessary in
house work.
But let no woman despair of relief from this torture. That famous
tonic reconstructor of diseased or disordered female organism,

Lydia E.Pinkham'sVegetable Compound

The pastors' reports were concluded today, the Princeton district, Rev.
M. I. Warfield, presiding elder, making
the beat report. Rev. G. C. ParkNotice.
Having sold out to Orr & Martin, er. of Marion, and Rey. S. R. Helium,
al; parties having claims against of Madisonvitile, reported all claims
firm known as Cash Grocery compa- paid itt full. In the Paducah district
ny please call and present same.
Rev. J. W. Lander, presiding elder.
CASH GROCERY CO.
Roy. J. W. Bell, of Paducah, made
By J. D. PULLIAM.
the heat report, all claims being paid
in fall.
JULIUS CAROMS
Was a man of nerve, but sickness left
Rev. P. S. Smith, who has been
its m.irk and he became aged before
time. Sickness la often caddied by serving the church since 1570, was
torpid 11 r if erbine will regulate
your liver and give you health. Mrs. given superanuuary relations at his
rrie Austin, Holton. Ran., writes; own request.
"I r onsider Herhine the hest medlein•
ever heard of. I am never without
It."
Sold by all drJggIsta.

W. T, MILLER & BRO.
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN

•e

Appointed By Grand 11111,,ter infinitely Harder When Expected To Du Wrong.
tit Kentucky Maisons,

PIANOS and ORGANS
(lie Nance.

tn.
11111111.111.10...11

House Work

rilhisitMatter of lynching shall
"T
Rue
Thomas, 4.8t
Work—W. IA
Pittsburg,- Pa.: J. G. OrndoriT. Rue- reams Let us say that also the matmen and
ter of impurities
sellville, Ky.; L. A. Scarce.
women shall cease."

I

*MITA I', Ge`TOSPIR
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for THE SUN and. get the news
while it is news.

•
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,
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FRIDAY,(SSTOBEIt

per square foot for sanitary and
storm water sewers in district No. 2,
to the property owners.
The Paducah Traction compeuy
was ordered to remove ties front
Trimble street between Tenth and
Twelfth streets.
The board of pubilti works was isWill Not Delegate Full Author- stracted to let the Paducah Traction
company use the street roller in reity To City Solicitor.
pairing streets the company has tote'
up In laying track. The couilianY
not to be charged for the ueettl,
f it.
Telephone Coutrevemy Itesis Where
Thenuance committee's
on of
It W'as With Fight in
bills anid salaiirs was filed. 0
Proe.pect,
Ordimusures Acted 0le,7
"'Tim not for mortal• to command sumer AIN • •
Ordinance prohibiting the licensing and operation of "bucket shops"
But we eon d-o more,
" we eon deserve it.
in Paducah. Second reading.
To PROTECT SALOON KEEPERS.
Ordinance for grading Boyd stree.
from With to Seventh streets, First
passage.
•
UR FALL OPENINO WAS A.(1RAND SUCCESS. WE
Ordinance for sidewalks out Fourth
The board of aldermen last night
DESIRE TO EXTEND oUR PROFOUND THANKS Folz
turned down the resolution empower- street front Tennessee street to Noi
THE (IENEROUS RESPONSE OF TilE PEOPLE OF
ing City Solicitor James Campbell, ton street. First pasettge.
The Teleohutse Litigation.
Jr., and Attorney Hal S. Corbett to
PADUCAH.
Resolution iv give City Solicitor
compremise the telephone litigation;
voted an amendment to the liquor or- James Campbell, Jr.. and Attorney
Over five thousand people crossed our threshold during the reception
di:tanks for the better protection of Hal S. Corbett power to make a cone
hours, which was far beyond ou'i fondest expectations.
saloonkeepers; ordered several Me promise with attorneya for the East
proventettsiturned down bids for city Tennessee Telephone company in the
The Wallerstein Bells were more popular than "The Blue Bells of
coal Mid city stock feed aad acted on litigation in which the telephone
coneeeny and city are engaged. The
Scotland.''
many minor matter .
Aidezmen Chi! bl in anti Pointer council gave it second Vaseline.
City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr
We desire at all tiniest to merit -our approval anti, while the ''Openiug
etre absent.
The mint:tee of the last regular, made a brief explanation, saying that
Hay" is now hut a memory, we are ambitious for a continuous of your
adjourned and called meetings acre it might save the city thousands of
good will and favor.
dollars. Also that he would make
adopted.
would
or
compromise
satisfactory
a
A bill from the county clerk for
$1$0 for rental of property for regis- proceed with the prmecution of the
tration purpose.' was referred to the compeny. He suggested the resolte
lion because the telephone company's
mayor with power to art.
attorneys had been empowered to
The (Saldwell Street Flit.
A letter from the Par.ucela Box and make a compromise in the case.
Alderman Farley was not In favor
Basket company, urging an inveetlgaHen of records, which are alleged to of the resolution, thinking that the
read that the city coutracted to grave! attorneys should be required to re- sevetw excavations on South Flees!
Street Is furnishing a surplus of di
the Caldwell street extension to the pout back to the genera; council.
Alderman Hank thought it "mights and suggested it be used in stie• •
fattory, for the dedication of *trees
property. The letter urged that the late in the rimy" for a compromise to fill off Eleventh street. No .s
extension be graveled or the property be attempted. He favored "fightine was taken.
The ord.cauce eon:mete.- was it
returned to the owners. Mayor Yelser to the bitter end."
Alderman Miller stated that Mr. structed to draft an ordinance
suggested to refer to the board of
public works with instruction to take Gramberro with power to act for the sidewalks on Fountain avenue fte
the records and carry out the city's' telephone company, was present -when Broadway to Jefferson street on ts
came up, but that sides of the street.
agreement. The motion was made by the trouble first.
Alderman Bell and carried, Alder- nothing was accomplished, mho that
Alderman Bell's motion for E.
titian Farley was opposed to it be- tea fruit/cos days were spent with orineer Washington to furniel. •
Attorney C. K. Wheeler for the com- number of square feet in sewer 41
cause only one firm was beaefited.
Minor Yelser reported that be had pany, In trying to settle In some way trice Na. 2 carrier
served notice on County Clerk Hiram fair to the city. He stated that he
likens, Inspector George Lehrth,.
Smedley to provide a place on the thought it was too late after Attor- stated that the officers of • •
ballots for a vote on the $100,000 ney Hal S. Corbett had bees employed cab Distilleries company d,
bond issue The clerk was ordered to at $500 to assist the solicitor in him, citIng charter provisions, al
certify the passage of the ordinaace prosecuting the case. He would saying they do not have to some
Mayor Telmer also reported that he "rather lose an honorable fight than permission from the council for It!
'
served notice for s place on the bal- make evornpromise at this late day. wholesale liquor license, which a
The city solicitor stated that it was Issued. The company paid $25 t ,
lots for a vote on the fire plug water
no pleasure for hint to assume the the license front the clerk after le
reatal.
Mayor Yelser stated that a eon- burden of a compromise, but he de- lug the money to the treasurer re. _
and
treet with property owners on Jeffer- sired to avoid a long drawn out
briedia1. in a receipt. The limner
litigation.
expensive
and
Twentieth
sob street between
speteor asked lostructions
same
the
In
spoke
Bell
Alderman
Twenty-first 'streets relative to the
City Solicitor Unite Campbell, .1
Aldermen Hank and
street Improvement costs had been vein as did
construed the charter to mean tti
He wanted to fight It
broken and that the city was made Miller,
the firm should be reel.
liable for the amount of street un- through.
a license grant front ti..
of
President Starks was in favor
paid for by property owners. The
also to give a bond. He suggee•
to report
matter was referred to the clerk and referring it to the solicitor
that a warrant be sworn out and t:
a
of
power
delegate
auditor to investigate and report to back, Die not to
ease tried in police court.
compromise to the two attorneys.
the finance committee.
On motion the board adjourned.
Aldermen Miller and Bell were in
James Glauber, the liverYman. was
appointed to Mucceed R. G. Caldwell. favor of this idea.
Claim Notice!
The original resolution was lost by
deceased, as a member of the board
Circuit Court, C. A
McCracken
of eity tax hook supervisors. The a full vote.
Alderman Farley urged that lum- bell, plaintiff, we. petition in et
appolotmeat was ratified.
driers for F. G. Rudolph, administrator ,
Mayor Yeiser stated that 1. la WI.- ber be bought to buiid hoer
firemen to do die Howell. deceased, etc.. defends,.
cox and other property owners pro- the fire stations, the
fire comOrdered that this action be ref,
tested against easing for storm water the carpenter work. The
neuthe
buy
to Cecil Reed. master rotate
red
to
ordered
Into
mittee was
sewers, and threatened to go
stoner of McCracken Circuit co- •
court. Mayor Yeiser's suggietion to ter.
take proof of assets and 'obile
Lit-entre Acted Oa.'
refer for investigation was adopted.
Paducah Distilleries company. it the estate of Addle Howel.. deeeass
Coal aud Feed Rids Rejected.
quart and all persons having cliOne.ci
5leyor Yeiser presented a bid for South Third street, gallon and
money
deposit
said estate are required to ,
The
lost.
two
were
ass
license,
coal for the season. There
appli- verify and file the same, before at
bidders before, but one was defective was ordered returned to the
commissioner..du or before tho
and both rejected. The bid presented cant,
Several deeds to lots In Oak Grove day of December, 1906, or they
last night was for I0 and 11 cents
be forever barred from aeortieg
Per bushet weighed over the com- cemetery were ratified.
tin
engineer
against the meets in the han,
city
claim
Coal
the
Central
the
from
from
pany's scales
A report
and iron compav. On motion the the cost of sanitary and storm water of F. G. Rudolph, admin,atratar
. was sewers in district No 2, per foot said estate unadmioistered: and
matter of making's cue; contract
HE right kind of clothing for boys. It's
eeferred to the finsere committee and front, was received. There are 38.- persons are hereby enjoined srd
a
•
their
making
strained from collecting
not possible to incorporate more good933 feet In district No. 2,
the mayor with power to art.
about $1 48I4 against said estate except tie
M5)or Yelser presented bids for total of $87.560.24. or
ness, more genuine wearability into
owners. It this suit. Ordered that this order •
horse feed for city stock from H. P. per front foot to property
As
boys' clothing than our tailors have
the coat to published In the Paducah Daily S.
Hawkins & Son and Bradley Bros. bed -been reported that
law.
more
by
or
required
$5
pe
would
as
owners
done. They have been made to stand
The matter was referred to the mayor property
was received • Given tinder my hand as Co-ik
report
The
foot.
per
to
with
power
committee
and finance
wear and tear of the school yard—and
said court, this, the 11th day of 0,
and filed.
act.
rough.
Same time they have a stylishness
that's'
1906
tober,
The engineer stated that this is
City Engineer L. A. Washington
MILLER, Clerk.
A.
J.
lees
be
nil)
and
variations,
that is an education to the boy in the wearing of
'ss instructed to estimate the —cost subject-to
c
By Et. B. Hay.
than his estimate, as he figured by
good apparel. Most satHactory feature, however,
J. W. Egester, AttorneI•
the front foot and the new act resuperficial
'is the moderate cost.
tobarents
the
it
quires figuring
Notice to Contractors.
will doubtless
square foot, which
Bids will be received by the hmi
•
make the Cost lees,
GREW THIS HAIR
Wedneeds
public works, until
Alderman Miller offered an amend- of
AND WI
1906, for the ere
24th,
October
regulating
ordinance
ment to the
CAN
struction of the following streets, t'
minors entering saloons reading.
grading and graveling of same as ;procure
shall
who
minor
"that any
plans and speralestions on file in It,
otheror
IT.
liquor by false statements
engineer's ollice,under ordli
wise. shall be subject to a fine of city
for these improvemer
reviding
that
stated
He
$50."
from $23 to
from Seventeenth '
street
Clay
sahe offered this as a protection to
street.
law.
Nineteenth
the
obey
to
wish
who
men
loon
Twenty-second street from Trio
proposed to
Farley
Alderman
l•-•••• 1100.41•1111
Mildred street.
IWN/CAP#.
amend to make it a VIOWt1011 for hie to
Twenty-third street frotn Trimble
lE•t•blishied 1165
adults to secure liquor by misrepre1
sentation. He stated that druggists to Mildred street.
11
persons
The board reserves the right to reon Sundae are besieged by
alcoany and all bids
Jeet
and
liquor
who swear they want
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS...
hol for medicinal purposes.
Dr. J, Q. Taylor Secretary.
By
Alderman Bell stated that drugL. A. Washington. City Engineer
ones were eeptemed to sell by PreOctober 13th. 1906.
scription only, and saw no reason for
Parley's amendment.
The Cumberland Telephone & Telegraph company has issued a
Island Torture.
Alderman Miller's motion eerried.
of its businese for the month of September, and the instatement
of
case
Sevterrible
the
worse
than
and
no
Is
Inge LUCY MAY,
An alley between Sixth
number of its subscribers Is shown as follows:
the
in
toetame
ae2 E. 4$.1 flit. Owego.
and Kpen- Piles that afflicted me ten years.
enth streets, Broadway
n
ftirewevei
osibegraktarafgriel
subscribers September 1, 1906
157.421i
Number
Buck
apply
to
advised
condition.
was
I
Then
bad
tucks avenue, ts is
4792
Number added during Month
On motion it was ordered that HP of - len's Arnica Salve, and less than a
211211
reeonstruc- box permanently cured me, writes L. Number discontinued
diestiee be drafted for the
1.966
Net increase
•**-11-e4k-sir" •
Orin of the alley at the property S. Napier, of Rustles, Ky. Heals all
.
made.
wounds, Burns sad Sores.
01,11143rie AMPOAPP.
Orill%
1
IOC
trite istieiker sonscrlhors September' 21, 1908
Alderroati Miller stated that the 2‘e at all dronfirti.
$1.0111.199111119•1110/1211128/144/kkoste,

NO COMPROMISE
FOR UPPER BOARD

FOR,

Mg/eAgg•ti.

•

4

4
•

ta•eainaeastage

1%1,4E THREE

GREAT PACIFIC
Leaders for Saturday, October

1flU

Peunds hest grime lated sugar..

24

Pound sack White
Star !lour

L

Lbe best eveperated
peaches for .

tleW

58c
62c
35c
9c
12c
25c

LI*. package fresh
2 cake
nein for
large size,
new geode, pound.
15c Prunes,
per
35c Oranges.
dezen...
Package very hest flea 8c
meat for
10C mince
Packages verv best
15c
• soda for ..
Can of Bakcre
'I2c
ror
15c
cocoa

15c (f:arn or tomatoes.

9c
corn
7c
on of new
ftil
:
10C (
Pound can of grated
10c
J pineapple
12,c1 (tp.neauprpteed ... 10c
25c Jar of pickle relish 18c
3 Cans of Heinz baked
25c
uJ leans for
Bingo( Armour's
25c
12 amp for
it) Lire of the best 25c
45c
L ooffee for...
Pound jar of Heinz
1J apple
33c
butter.

GREAT PACIFIC TEA 4 COFFEE CO.
Old Phone 1179

333 Broadway

New Phone 1176

„AMIMMOInninemslielliallMIWINNennom

BUY YOUR COAL NOW
Coal will advance Nov. 1. Cars are in great demand, and mines find it impossible to get enough
empty cars to fill orders. The excessive demand
for coal at this time is causing a shortage both in
coal and cars and the sooner .N'OU get your order
placed for your winter coal the quicker it can be
delivered.
Delays will be expensive to you, so order r.
Luzerne Coal is the best produced in Kentucky.
We are exclusive agents.

Barry & Henneberger
BOTH PHONES 70

AN EXCELLENT STAFF
For declining years is a good substantial savings at
count, built Up during the money earning period.
Dr posit part cf your earnings weekly or monthly
In this bank, and at 4 per cent compounded semiannually you will -soon have a snug sum to fall bark
Upon.

firgIn today

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
227 Broadway

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
ip)

Danderine
PROVE

All Styles, Priced From
$1.50 to $10.

R.eal Estate Agency.
FREE REAL*STATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835

r

TELEPHONE GROWTH

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
loccorperatr.,1

House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122-114 N.1Pourth

t.

iPhontes 787

•••
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tukc Pabucal) sun.

IPMDTTCFM3 INVENT:MI Peri%
a large majority, at [het— of
people of Paducah.

AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY

the

MANY SPEAKERS How To Tell Mushrooms'From The
Deadly Toadstools Is Explained
ARRIVING TODAY

Mayfield Is torn with the strife
the Monitor and the MesINC011110AAAAA
senger. The Monitor alleges that the
5' hi rooms. Predates.
brass band accompanied Senator McRoam J.?Litton ueoeral Manager.
Louisville, Oct. 19.— In
view of gille are white.
Creary from the hotel to the court
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
(Continued Prom Page One.)
the numerous fatalities igl
Third—Those having a
gnawed aa the poatotnoe at Pedeosh. Ky.,a. house; while the Messenger is equaliting
milky
mooed dam matter.)
from persons mistaking
ly positive that Senator
ools juice, unless the milk its reddish.
McCreary
THE DAILY SUN
Fourth—Those in whkli the cap
had spoken some little time in the to produce, yet it sells for more titan for wholesome mushrooms, Dr. VerBy Carrier, per week
.10
pure food.
The name "butter" sion Robins, city chemist,
Stall. per month. in advance__ a court yard before the band boys got
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on the subject of "Soil Fertility."
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In his lecture on "Soil Fertility."
can easily be understood. It is on they are up against it." because they
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the promise's of a class that desires meet every night and make plans. If swift and equal flow or bad conse- Prof. Scherffins explained that
no
to see the laws enforced in such a they expected to get beat they quences fol*ow. Every organ and tis- fertiliser
could take the place of cer_.
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every
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BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO. between

Ott know that a stylish costume absolutely
requires a stylish boot to be complete.
You also know that nt defect IN a lady's
costume is more noticeable than a badly
shaped, ill•fitting boot.
the lady who wears Ea Trance Shots need
have no apprehension regarding that portion of her
apparel. they are always graceful and beautiful, and
maintain their shape.
We will be glad to show the Ca Trance line, the prices
a pair.
Of which range from

• 41

Harbours' Dept. Store
saw

Let us send you this
wonderful Buck's
Hot Blast Heater on
thirty days' free trial
It is a truly mavelous stove. It produces the same amount of heat from
slack at $1.25 per ton that an ordinary
stove produces from the best of lump
coal at $3.50 per ton; and it is as beautiful and cleanly as a base burner. Let us
tell you more about this stove and this
thirty day free trial offer.

j

t

EYES EXAMINED FREE

1

Steinfeld Optical Co.

NOAH'S ARK

Items Specially Priced for Saturday

lee

Cochran
Shoe
Company

405
Broadway

35c

Dandelion Tablets

One pair sells
another.
That's quality.

•

•
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Parte.* sending in accounts of social etertalninents sill please sign
them, as The elm sill not publish
communicatioua sent in that are not
sIgnsd.

Read Levy's ad. on Page 2
of this issue, To miss this
sale will mean dollars out of
your pocket.

.•

Cannibalism Least al Horrors
In

AI11111111.

171'8.

NOW 18 THE accepted time for
to look about jour fire and tornado insurance, as fall and winter are
zoming. Remember the old and reliable Friedman Insurance Agency.
Office No, 128 Soule Third street. Of•
Ace telephone No. 940.
Residence
phone No. 1581. We represent some
of the oldest and best insurance cornPanies, which are paying their loose'
Promptly. We protect your interests,
and you better .be safe than sorry.
Give us a call.
FOR RENT-One side of store
428 Broadway. Phones 1612.
CLEANING and pressing neatly
done. James Duffey, old phone 718-r.
FOR RENT-One furnished room.
Apply 419 South Fourth.
JOU

HART'S NEW HEATERS
have just reached here. They possess

Creett-Thompeon invitations,
King Thank-Thai HAS
i V t•E !toiled
many points of merit not shown in all
Alive in crude Oil and Serled
Invitetious to the wedding of Miss
stoves.
Itoeal
New ideas of forcing the draft
at
Table.
Rebetca Hannah Corbett and Mr.
Chaelea William Thompson are out
to the exact point needed to bring quick
today. The marriage will be aoland continuous results, producing the
eunsizell it 8:30 o'clock ou the ev- WOMEN EATEN BY WILD BEAST
greatest amount of heat from a given
ening of Wednesday the 31st at the
First Christian church. There will be
quantity of fuel.
a reception from 9:30 to 12 at the
Marseilles, France, Oct. 19.-The
home of Mr. and Mrs. Hal S. Cormail advice, which reached here toExclusive lisaiy-tobett, 322 N. Eighth street.
Eiclosire Reedy-today from Indo-China brought anWeer Store
Wear Store.
-other and more revolting story of
317 Broadway
Matinee Musical Club.
the doings of King Thauh-Thal of
a
317 Broadway
WANTED- Good second
band
There will be a called meeting of Annan', showing that he went to the
the active members of the Matinee extent of eaunibalistu. After killing range. Call old phone 1440.
WANTED- --Girl for-Tonle work
aftorical club Saturday afternoon at one of his wives he caused the body
:ey Bros. Phone 339.
to be cooked and served up for din- 1116 Jefferson,
3 o'clock at the home of this presiner, forcing hia entourage to 'eat It -We have the exclusive agency
FOR EA-1.E-Erili.ou - phonograph
•
Leati LINED.
for the Globe-1(Vernicke filing cabi- dent, Mrs. H. S. Wells, in the Em- under pain of death. Some of the
Not only have heat Tints in abundance
king's wives were bound and burn- and 50 new records. Apply W. E.
nets and supplies. Call on us when pire Flats.
Cochran.
but
405
are radiators, circulators and deBroadway.
ed with burning oil aud subjected to
Sou need anythhig in the line. R. D.
other
cruelty,
club
-One
while
RENT
I.OR
Donor
naked
apartment
women
Announced.
in
flectors of heat, They are also under
Clement & Co.
-Just received a shipment of
The Mariposa club will give a were throwu into the cages of wild Sans &wet Fat. Possession Novem-Old Reliable Carterville, Ill..
complete control of the dampers,
beasts,
where they
were devoured ber I. W. E. Cochran.
Stacy-Adams, Stetson, Edwin Clapp washed nut, and
egg coal is the dance on Monday evening at the Red before the ejes of the king. Finally
which saves fuel and gives the heat only
Douglass
Shoes. Regular price cheapest. Bradley
and
FOR SALE-New teroont house.
Bros. Phone 359. Men's hall. The list Is at the' Oehl- the French authorities stepped in
$6.00; our price e3.75 and $4.00 at
nice
home;
at
good
schlaeger
investment.
drug
store
at
CAI:
when
Broadway
needed.
-City subscribers to the Daily
and made a prisoner of Thanh-Thal,
at once 1621 Clay street
Ike Cohen's Pawn Shop, 106 S. Sec- Sun who wish the delivery
who has !mu adjudged insane by
of the!' and Sixth streets.
FOR RENT-Seven room house,
ond St.
Dr. Humes, of the French colonial
papers stopped must notify our col
corner 6th and Husbands street. Cal:
.vers whose
names ap- lectors or make their requests
staff.
Dance Tonight.
dipear in the official delinquent list in rect to The Sou office. No attention
The younger society set will have
"The Royal Guard" has been dis- old phone 2208.
The Sun may have their names will he paid to such orders
banded, the palace has been placed
FOR RENT--Five room cottage.
wheU a dance this evening at K. P. hall.
stricken off by paying their taxes. As given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
Messrs. Zech Hayes and Tom Co--under the protection of 151i native with bath 1036 Madison street. Apsoldiers, and the terror-stricken in- ply Dr. P. H. Stewart.
they are paid tne names are taken
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-2 burn have the affair in charge.
mates of the palace have been resout ol the paper.
Broadway Phone 196.
cued front further suffering. The ma- - FOR HAMBURGERS and Hot Ta--Eider J. C. Shelton, of MarThe children of the confederacy jority of the
----The improvements being added
latter *ere women who males go to "Sborty's" 111% South
field, Ky., will preach at the Tenth to the front of the store will not in- will meet tomorrow afternoon- at 3 bore the marks of revolting
tor- Third or 127 North Fourth.
Street (tricorn church next Sunday terfere with Mrs. A. A. Bal.(ley's o'clock with David and Miriam Lewis tures. Sonic of them were terribly
HICKORY WOOD-Phones, Old
millinery business.
of 529 Washington street.
morning and evening. Mr. Shelton
mutilated, their faces being ((larked 442, New 698. Delivered promptly.
-The Sun office Is prepared to
and tongues cut out, while others E. E. Bell
N.N.N
%%.
•••••••\
Is well known in Paducah •n,1 all
& Sons.
N..%%.%%%%%WalieseValet.%16%96.%16
furnish the very latest things in enRobert L. Reeves, president of had been suspended by pincers atwill be glad to hear him. Everyone
graved or prieted calling cards and
tached
FOR
RENTto
funs
the
parts
unfurnished
!levity
of their
the First National bank, has returnwill And a cordial welcome.
LOST-OPen taco 14 size, gola
Chuggertun--How la
your nee
invitations of any sort, and is makrooms for housekeeping. Apply at filled
ed from Chicago.
watch, Hanillton
movement. chauffeur?
-Fire sale of wall paper. Kelly
ing special prices now.
1107
Monroe
street.
It
Leeks
Queer.
Letter "L" engraved on small shiele
Sheriff John Ogilvie and Police
Carr--flad to Are him; he used to
& Umbaugh. All papers at half
s
-Do not be deceived. Bradley
The friends of George WashingCook • WANTED--Good wages tu on back and Frank L,- Lyon, Green- be a motorman.
Commissioner Mann Clark returned
price, 321 Kentucky avenue. Phone
are
sole agents for Carterville,
Bros.
vMe, Miss.. engraved on inside ease.
Chuggert tin-Too recklesa, et?
:ast night from Lexington. where ton are doing what they can to con- right party. Apply Mrs. F. M. Fisher,
665.
Ill., washed coal. Phone 339.
A liberal reward will be Paid on deCarr --Reckless, nothing! Why. I
tradict the reekless rumor that Ninth and Jefferson.
they
took
three
boys to the reform
-Four more exam illgti011e for civil
livery -to Paducah marine ways.
couldn't break him of the habit of
George founded Pittsburg. It is ad- - ROOMS tOR-RENT-Onefur,
I hool.
service positions were ,erdiered today.
mitted he stayed over night in the nished and one unfurnished. Mod- --NIGHT SCHOOL--Iiimakeeping. slowing up at crovaings.-Pueli.
Mr. Eddie Wilcox, foreman of the
The poeitions follow: vAltellographer
Shorthand, Typewriting etc., only
neighborhood at an early date in his ern conveniences. Old Phone
1081.
and typewriter ifemaleisaalsalLegten. t
force putting in the switch board at
"I presume sou spend all sou
$4 a month. Draughon's Practice?
career, but it would be just as unKy.. November 17; expert' 'flack fitFOR RENT-House, 714 South Business College, 314 1-2 Broadway. make?"
the Home Telephone company, is ill
reasonable to (-all him Pittsburg's
"No; 1 don't spend a tenth of it "
ter, mail lock repair shop. November
Third street; 9 room* Nice place. Phone 1755. Call, phone or write for
at his room, Sixth and Monroe
founder as it would to claim that
--"They you must have a nice little
21; interpreter of Assyrian (Arabic
Apply
door.
next
streets.
eistalogus It will convince you that balance
Jonah discovered the whale because
Circuit (ourt.
in the bank?"
service,
immigration
and Greek ,
Mr. Will Rieke returned this he was its first
YOUNG LADY wants position as Draughotes is the best.
"Nope, not a cent."
Circuit Judge William Reed Montenant. Of course
November 11; electrician, quarterstenographer
or
.
ollke
morning
girl.
from
Address
Chicago.
"Shake, old chap: I'm
The pikes below will be mute till
it may not be true that the Philadelit
master's department at large, Fort D. day will begin hearing equity capes
E, care Sun.
msself."--Hoeston (Tex i Post.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rudy re- phia clergyman
December 31, 1906:
In the matter of Charles B Wall
who
said
Georgu
A. Ruseell, Wyoming, November 14.
-FOR-SkLE-7--Thiee room cottage, GOLD SHRLI, CROWN, 22k. $3.no
never won any battles is the author
Camillo Beattie C. Wail, a divorce was turned this morning from Chicago,
-C. L. Brunson & Co. have movMr. W. C Elekatrrived today from of the Pittsburg charge, but it looks with pantry and two porches. Terms GOLD FILLINGS
granted..
1.00
reasonable, 624
ed thellanower store .to 629 Breed,
.
Husbands street.
i
at
A
SILVER FILLINGS
,,
.50
M. C. Waif executor, against J. W. Snlitilland. where be bas been ill for decidedly queer.
old phone 2070.
way.
'event days, accompanied by his
PLATE FILLINGS
Hughes, dismissed aud settled
.75
TOR
FOR REN11-Five room collage,
--Mary Whitaker, colored, who
'laughter, Mrs. Wiltam Hughes. He
Bridge work and all grades of
Did you ever hear of a man falling sewer connections.
Nice house and
thought her child had been kidnapplate work guaranteed. Painless exwas taken at once to the Riverside in love with a woman's Intellect!
Serwred
eserty.
cheap 506 Ohio. Apply next door or
ed yesterday, received him back in
traction of teeth
He stood the trip very
Mrs. Mary Sands through a writ of hospital.
Old
Phone 1331.
the afternoon. Her sister had taken
DR. KING BROOKS, Dentist. Sixth
deliver), secured possession of bourse- well and, is some better.
FOR YOUR STOVES cleaned, imithe child away and kept him moat
and Broadway.
Miss Mattle Burley, of Ingleside.
hold effects in the possession of Antated and repaired. Bre k Hatch.
of the tiny.
drew Sands. 1e02 South Fourth is visiting the family of Mrs. Thom502 Washington street. New Phone
--We guarantee to pleaae Yon street.
The goods were taken by Mrs. as Settle on North rirtb Iffeeet,
1150.
with Ota Taylor, Ky., Lump Coal. Sand's eon-in-law
while Ehe was away
James Lemon, of the Mayfield
Phone 09, Bradley tiros.
WE WA'N'T a chance to do your
from home. Andrew Sands is her Messenger, is in the city.
job printing. Prompt work, reasonThe Paducah Illinois Central brother-In-law.
James M. Quinn, of Louisville, is WheatOpen
Close able prices. J. H. McEwen, 737
wrecker was called to Cumberland
In the city.
Dec.
731.4 Washington street
74
bridge this nrornina at an early
Dee& Filed.
James E. Wilhelm, his wife and
May
FOR RENT-4 furnished rooms
78%
72%
hour by a deraitment of cars which
W. C. O'Bryan to Tad Frazier, prop- daughter, Miss Ella, returned last Olsenall modern tonveniences, choice resdid not effect traffic. No one was in- erty in the O'Bryan addition.
8125. night from Louisville.
Dec.
42%
42% idence part of Jefferson street. Apjured.
T. C. Leech et al to W. A. Gardner,
ply dauber Smith, Fraternity buildMrs. Moss Tucker, of Tyler. is vis, ,1
May
1.11 i i.1111 .
43%
431
/
4
- When you order a rig from Hi property in the Trimble-Norton addi
ing.
iting Mies Goldie Spore, of South OatsOranges, per
Florida
Fancy
you are talking to one of the pro- lion, al and other considerations.
J. B. MORGAN, blacttsmith, 409
Sixth street.
dos
Dec.
'.:04* and 2"
33%
33'/.s
prietors or capable clerks (not a
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior 2 pkg:' Macaroni for
Mr. Willie Counts, of Tranham, Pork. lac
driver or hostler) who writes, files
:Marriage Lanenee.
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent 3 (skirt,. Spaghetti for
...lac
Miss., has returned home after a
Jan
11 77 13 75
and fills the order at appointed
George W. Campbell, 31. to Sloane pleasant
for flora stone side wire tires, the 7 bars Octagon Soap for
visit to his uuele. Mr. Hen25e
time. Palmer Transfer company.
Courson, 22. both of Kinsundy, 111.
best rubber tires made.
Finley Michigan Potatoes. per
Counts,
of
ry
1208
South
Dec.
Sixth
If they're Rock's they're
10 85 10 72
-Born to Mr. and Mrs. John R.
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL--Mason
peck
10e
street.
Jae.
10.86 10.91
Walker, at San Antonio. Tex., lac
right,
Mrs. J. W. Gilbert.
ry and concrete work a specialty. IS bars Toni Bo) Soap for. ., 2ac
MIAs Myrtle Herndon, a charming
Mar.
11.00 10.97
night, a son. News wat received here
The body of Mrs. .1 W. Gilbert,
Office
South
126
Fourth.
Phone
490
Famous White Dove Flour per
If they're right they're
young lady from McHenry, Ky., Is Clotten- •
this morning.
Murray, Ky • was brought through
Residence phone 1237. Prompt atrack
6le
visiting her uncle. CapL Alex McI. C.
171% 1.71% tention
Rock's.
--One load of our coal will make Padurah this inortring to Murray.
to all estimates.
Extra Patent Floor. por :tack
60e
L. & N.
I46
1.46
you an advertiser for us. Bradley She tiled In New Mexico, where she Carty, of the marine ways, at his
WANTED-3 girls to demonstrate Toasted Corn Flakes, per pkg
Ulle
home, on South Third street.
U. P.
1.84% 1.84%
Bros. Phone 339.
had gone for her health. The funfor Parecamph Co. of Louisville, ICy.. 3 pkgs. Armour's athica_aleat
2.1c
Henry
Wilson.
Rdg.
Mr.
the
well
1.49%
1.47%
-Dr. J. V. Voris. dentist, 200 eral will take place leis afternoon,
Two work this city, also one that can Fancy Raiains, per pkg
104.
known moulder, has resigned with
St. P.
1.74
I .73 Ys travel. Good salary and expenses
Fraternity building.
Illinois
Central
the
left
and
this
Mo.
P.
95%
94%
Address
paid.
John
hundred
13.
score cards for
Lally, this pa-Five
Notice of the Fin.' Meeting of Cred.
morning with his faintly for Mem1.43
1.41% per, or Craig-Hotel.
alisIVist. The Sun office-twenty-five
iton..
phis to reside.
Cop.
1.14% 1.14% -STRAYED OR. STOLEN, From the
cents each.
In the District Court of the United
Taylor
Mrs.
Fisher
went
to Mur1 67% 1.67% Singleton field. about August 25.
-- -For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
"
Slaters for -the Western District of
ray this morning.
1906, one bay horse mule between 13
Lead
--Our customers are our beet ed77%
77
Kentucky. high,
and
Wilson,
14
1
year
hands
foreman
T.
C. I.
old past.
- C. L.
of the Illivertleers. Ask your neighbor. Brad.
1.57
1.57%
In the flatter of E Rehkupf Saddler)
25 reward will be paid for any innois Central boiler shops at LouisC. F. I.
55
51
Co., Bankrupt.
ville as 111-4he city today.
U. S. P.
1 . 06% 1 .06% formation. J. K. Wyatt, R. F. D.
To the creditors of the E. Rehkopa
Mr. F. S. Higgins, of St. Louis, Is
U. S
47%
47% No. 5, box 16 Telephone a72 ring 2. Saddlery companj, of Paducah, in I lie
Opposite Union Depot.
in the city visiting his daughter,
county of McCracken and district
1 Main WWI pod newsy leek tosser:
BIEDEILMANS' NEW GOODS STILL aforesaid, a bankrupt: Notice
Mrs. R. 'D. MacMillen on West
Local Markets.
II
Regular Meals 25c.
of our make is the word Knox Broadway. Mrs. Higgins, who 'has
COMING.
Dressed Chickens-211c to 40c.
hereby given that on the 10th day of
Soap, Long Bar 10 Bars
25 October, .1506, the said E. Behkopf
Eggs-rac doz.
in the label, but it's a most impot- been here several weeks, will accomFuller's Soap. as good or better
pany him back to St. Louis tomorrow
Butter-25c lb.
Saddlery company was duly adjudient thing to look for. Its importthan Grand Pa's, 2 Bars...
Sweet •Potatoeh-rer bu. 50c.
05 cated bankrupt, and that the first
night.
ance, however, is not entirely
Sweet Potatoes---Per bit. 60c.
Florida Orangee from . .25c to. 411e meeting of his creditors will he held
Storekeeper John Trent, of the loCountry Hams-11c lb.
Delico Sugar Wafers, 3 Boxes.. .25 at my °Mee in Paducah. McCracken
due to "prestige," for when you cal Illinois Central, is In Chicago on
Green Sausages-10c lb.
county,' Kentucky, on the 1st day of
Triecuit, as good as Shredded
business.
buy a
Sausage-10c lb.
Wheat Biscuit ..
MtI
Mabel Norman returned to
•ii..
.10 November, A. D. at 9 o'clock in the
forenoon, at which time the said
Cottage Cheese, or Smear Case
May I yesterday, after visiting the 'Country Lard-- 12c lb.
Lettuce-5c bunch
creditors may attend. prove theti
Misses°Iowan.
as nice as you wish to see toTomatoes-10c gallon.
HAT
day, per lb.
01 claims, appoint a 'newt., examine tlic
T h e manufacturers offer
Peaches--40o basket.
Failed to Please.
bankrupt and transact such othot
Hand
Cheese.
just
In
you
secure
hat
of
a
the
finest
$1,000 to any one finding a
Fieans--115c gallon
His eyes Make no attempt to conbusinees as nia) come properly hetet..
Farmers' Cheese. just In.
Roasting Ears-I5c dozen.
materials and of unequalled wear, ceal his admiration of the beautiful
trace of impurity therein. It
said mooting.
All kinde of Herring.
Cantaloupes-20 to 40c dos.
is one of the three kinds of
EMMET W. BAGBY,
ing quality-to say nothing of a young thing as she enters the parlor.
Will keep your skin in
Toasted Corn Flakes.
Butterbeans--lec. quart.
Indeed, he does not want them to.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
olive oil that stood the test of
perfect
condition. Cures
nice
Those
Little
Fellows'
style which is World-Standard.
Peas
Celery- env dozen.
"You are positively queenly." he
Paducah. Ky.. October 17. 19'./..
the New York Pure Food.
now in--New ones.
Grapes-2%1c basket.
In other words, you have paid for declares, enthusiastically.
Commission. It is pure, bland
Pancake and Buckwheat Flour.
Parsnips-$1,00
"Queenly7" she asks disdainfully.
ediat the label represents-five
Me Tie),
Old Log Cabin Maple Syrup.
and teasonable in price. Sold
"Yes; you are a veritable queen
YfilIng Wife-- Iplaottively to linuollars'
worth
of
hat.
Cracker
Meal
In
appearance."
in bulk.
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
Our agents( for Paducah are
Pigs Feet, those hind feet, we band)-Situ* mamma has been her(
Haughtily she bids him leave
Wbeat-68c hu.
You RO out every evening!
plokle no fore feet.
"But why?" he inquires, amazed.
Corn-60c bu.
Husband Don't you think I ought
All
new
kinds
nuts.
"Oh. nothing. I'm a queen In apHay-From jobbers to serail dealto have a chance to enjoy yonr MothCocoanut*.
pearance. am I? Well, I happened ers-Strict grades. Choice Tim,
Made and sold only III
iliconr.rated
(l
.'s visit? -Translated for Tales
to look over a lot of magazine plc- 217; No. 1 Tim., $16.50 No. 2 Tim.,
Garlic, etc,
DRUGGISTS
from •Meggendorfer Matter
ures of different queens ana prinHominy and Grits, Raising, CurFancy northern clover $17.
lei Misses 1/6
f 111 Me IMMO*
ASK THE DOCTOR
cesses today, and it you think I look
country wagon* at public qual- rants and lots of other good things.
Right Sell at Side Door.
like them it's time for you and me ity aledlnis to very poor, $8 to 317
Try our New, Rise Pop Corn.
Mr. 0. L. Gregory nas gone to
Estaadlehed 186S.
to be atrIngers.":-Life.
DRUC STORE
per 1419 tert Vatoes adstures
revery grata pi*
Atlanta on imitate*.

*
:,.
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HORRIBLE CRIMES
OF INSANE RULER

People peril
Plosoaop. Aponte

PAGE FIVE

HART'S HEATERS

Hart's Prices R Right

6E0.0. HART & SONS CO.

IN THE COURTS

MINORS

TODAY'S MARKETS I

Si'S//Of
Ivomt-

ENGLERT
BRYANT'S
SPECIALS....

ENCASH KITCHEN

•

As to the
Olive
Oil
Which we
Sell

Lemon
Lotion

KNOX

Chaps,
Rough Skin
and kindred diseases.

R. W.WALKER CO.

C

1

:n

McPHERSONS

J

•

•

INN PVCRTOMPI

WAR IS NOT ENDED DELINQUENT
FOR I. C. CONTROL1

TAX LIST.

AM, it, Dello. near Suwelis mill
Aa m w, Lucy. 904
Kentucky Ave
Allgood, It. Y.. Adami at
Allidon. J. IL. South 4th 51
Harriman
'
s Lieutenant
And AllIalarl. J. H., O'Brien Add
Albeit's. Augusta. 6311 Elizabeth St
Angrily,
North 14th St
Fish Clash.
Anderson, -P. W.. fYllrion Aid
Angel, J. M. Bulah St
Anderaon, Iffiss Kate. 4th, Husbands and George St
Andereon, Chas.. Chamblita Add
And. rson, 1. 0., 4th. Clark and Adams
.4.seiremeet Claimed on Hoth Sides to Andrecht.
H.. 3d. Adams 1410 Madison St)
August. T. 0.. 1241 N. Mb Pt
Have itecu &plated Is, tieArnold. A. J.. theirs) 5 Sib 13
Ashton, Fred B., 512 N. 5th St
Proucipals.
Atkins, Mr. Monroe. 14th. and 17th St
Atkins, Mrs. Lucinda. Harris. 5th and 9th
Atkins. A. A., Broadway. 21st and lid
Augustus. W. It, Estate. R 4th St
Armstrong, J.
11th and Harrison
HARAHAN
%SAKES STATEMENT Anheuser-Busch
T.'Brewing Ase'n, Boyd. 7th sad Sib
Arnold, A. E., Outhrie Ave

Chia:ago, Oct.
the control of the

Uhl fur

Illinois Ceatral
Raliroid company waxed hot yesterday.
Steyvesant Fish, preeident of
the road, and William Nelsou Cornwell, representing E. H. Harriman,
president of the Southern Pacific,
clashed openly before 250 stockhold_era. who had anue from various parts
of the country to attend the meeting.
On the face of the record, Mr. Fish
appeers to have been the victor. but
that the victory is not a final one hi
Insinuated by
Mr. Cromwell. The
representative of Mr. Harriman said
to the Associated Press.
"Of a dirsetory of thirteen people,
there are MEI seven Int...there who
hove p4aced thenstseivee 0:: record in
opposition to Mr Ile° in this contest.
There will be a meeting of the board,
probably

in

November.

This board
of the railroad.

will elect
officers
You can draw your own couclurions."
The clash between Messrs. Harriman and Fish was waged over an
agreement dieted July 27, 1606.
"The outgoing directors to be reelected. Mr. Orineell's successor to
be elected by a majority of the several directors acting; Mr Peabod's
resolution of July IS
to
be withdrawn and
not to be revived this

Bezel. Mr*. Elizabeth. 11th, Jones and Norton
Bailey, Mrs. I.. S., Boudway. 1st and 2d
Bataket. Thos. C., West End
Blinker. It.. 0th. Clark and Adams.
Barnett. W. W., Broadway. 10th and 17th
Barnett. C. K. 3d and Monroe
Baird. Miss C. A. N. 11th St
Bailey, W. V.. Thurman Add
Baker, H. L., Farley Place
Harker. D. T., car. Woodward and Tenter
Bagby. Mee. E It.. Ill and Harrison
Barrett, R. S.. Thurman Add
Baker. W. M., Hinkleville Road
ttudde. Frank. Caldwell and Norton
Burger. L. C.. Elisabeth Mt
Bass. Elisabeth, Wavier Ave., 4th and 7th
Harnett. Mrs. It., Hinkley-111e' Road
Bell. Mrs. R. A.. tieerge. Sd and it
Berger. G. W.. Tennessee St
Bleyers. A., Tennessee. 9th and 10th
Berry E. W., fith and Campbell
11. ries% Chers J.. Enders Add
t'. L. 2211. and Flournoy
Broyles. L. A M.. N. 12th St
Brake, R. F., 12th $t.
Bloodworth, Si. A.. Mill St
Littlest Add
Blair. H.
Bohannon. Lula. Bridge St
Bohannon. J. D.. Bridge St
Rowland. C. B. 9:5 S. Ilth St
litirnet. N. L. Broadway. 1441 and 11th
Burkholder, J. H., Norton Add
Button. Rosa, Goebel Avis
Broiler, Mrs. N. L. Kinkead
Estate. 4th sad Clark
Bruselton. Mrs. U.
Brnme. H.C. i.e Mays Ave
Brown. Goo. H.. 1731 Jefferson
Brooke. J. B.. Lincoln Ate
Boman, Chas.. Cleveland As.'
Brighuan. W. J., Elmwood
Bryant. 14..G., N. 4th 1111
Bryant'. Sam. 7th and Huebaside
Brandon, (ko., Boelonats
Bryant, Mrs. Belle, Elisabeth St
Wallace). Madison St
Itronston. Belle, it/.
Branton, E. U.. VI'orten Ave
Iir)ant. John, 5 Rt. 10th. Flournoy and Boyd
Browder. Allen and Kate, Ilreaustain Ave
Brown. J. VV.. Inth and Jones
Bryant. Mrs Jesse., P. 5th
Bryant. Walker. Jackson St
Brown. F. R.. Brown St
Brown. B. B.. 13th IR
Brown, B. B.. Worten's Add
Brown. J. Wes.. S. 4th St

year: Mr. Harriman will ask that the
Carmen, !Pineal. Clements St
Harriman-Kuhn-Loeb
proz14-•
1st Cartha. Clara, lth Si
Calker. L T., es....at. at.
glven to Mr. Fish"
Cul:than. Con. 4:4 as. Thimble in
Tl101
,
.. N. 4th St
I
W Morton Grinnell, a member of
(lark. 1.. T. 714 Joao.
the board of directors, had died dur- (lark & lia)wood. Harrison, 15th and 17th
Ave., Add
('lark. I; A .
ing the year. Mr. Fish claims that clerk,
Murray Add
W
the Harriman faction agreed thet Mr. conley. M. L., 14 34 St
Copeland. Annie. 11/011 Kentucky Ave
Grinnell's snecessor should be a man consist. L. B,, 45 RI. Elisabeth and Broad
whose presence In the directory would Cohen. Mike. Monroe St
Conley.•James, Ashbrook
not be ininiteal to the independence Collier. Tom. 8th and Harrison
Coleman. J. it„ 2430 Adams
of the Illinois Central and would be Coleman. J. L. Fountain Park
acceptable to Mr. Fish.
Henry De Croekett. Mrs. Mary. It. 3d lit
eunninghhant. Joe. lull S. 4th St
Forrest, a director of the Souther° Cundiff, T. J.. Goebel Ave
Pacific, of which
Mr. Harrimen Is Davis.
Reba. Hampton As.'
preeideet, and one of the counsel for Davie. Mrs. R. 1'.. 9th, Husband., and Boekenan
14. R. 7th, Husbands! and Beckman
Mr Harriman. was naineed in a peti- l'avis. Wm. id.. Fieberville
tion signed by Mr. Harriman and sis Davis. Mrs.. Ashbrook
Dalton. Lucy, Benton Road
other directors to succeed Mr. Grin- Davis. S. L. Murray Av.
. A.. Madison, lath and litb
nell. By reason of his Southern PaDean. Mary. 20 acres near Diehoves
cific affiliations, Mr. De Forest was bill. C. I.., Terrell Ave
•.
ISM Louis. Jones and Thurman Add
not acceptable to Mr. Fish.
Decon. J. T.. Little's Add
Downs'. W. D., for Mrs. W. D. Downs, Trimble St
Not Harriman Man.
Downs. W. D., Trimble
J. T. Harahan, second Vice-presi- Desouchet. Ed, Hays Ave
Douch. airs. Robt.,
dent or the Illinois Central and one Duncan. Mrs. T. It., Blestailleld
Illeintima Ave
of the directors who yesterday signed Doussouchet, A. C. Ill Woodward Ave
Duffy. Boor. 5th, Washington and Clark
- a document rn the annual Ilinettag of Dunaway. J. 111., Mourn° . Silt and 7th
31'
the road favoring H. W, DO Forest. Diuguld. tl. C., 2341 and
1/uggan, J. H.. Broadway
who was desired by B. H. Harriman.
Keeley, W., Wheeler Add
as director of the road, today denied Eggleston, E. W . George, 5th and 4th
Elliott. N. 11., 11117-11uebands
that he was a Harriman man.
Elder. T. Ci.. el 5th St.
Elrod & Starr*. 2 I-2 acres Broadway to city Benito
Englert. Thos.. 1104 14. 11th Pt
Haman Blood Marks.
Emmerson. T E.. Madison, 11th and 12th
eh tale of horror was told by mario, Ethridge, W. H.. Worten* Add
of human blood in the home of
J
Farnsley. M. F R. 900 Tenn
St
W. Williams, a well-known merchan. rumen heirs, Elisabeth $I
Farlelgh. Annie. Broadway
of Sac. Ky.. He writes:
"Twenty Fields. John. Elisabeth Pt
Fisher. 0. W., 12th
Barnett
years ago I had severe hemorrhaged Visit. r. Otho. M. 6th•nd
-St
Fraguhin,
Mechanicsburg
T.
N.,
of the lungs, and was near
death
Foreman, 14. E.. Moan*. 17th and 18th
when I began taking Dr. King's New Foreman, A. Si.. Madison. 21st and :2d
Frazier,
Mrs. D. A.. Trimble. 34th and 15th
Discovery. It completely cared me
Futrell. T. F.'.. Clay. 16th and 17th
Futrell.
Trunk
L. 4th and Clark
and I have
remained
well
ever
since.- It cures Hemorrhages, Chro- Gitybe.•k heirs, Elizabeth St.
nic Coughs Settled Colds and Bron- Garvey. Mrs. Judith. N. 6th St
Oallagher & Lune, 0th amrTrimble St.
chitis and is the only known cure for Gardner & Palmer. 5th and Terrell
llilbert & Marshall. Broadway. 1901 and llth
Weak Lungs. every bottle guaran- Gills. N. A.. Elizabeth St
teed by all druggists. 50c and $1.00. (Moon, W. W., Goebel Ave
Glover. W.
Atkins Ave
Trial bottle free.
Glass. (leo. D.. Iragon's Edd
Gardner, Mrs. Si. C., Jefferson St
•-•-•
(Sower. A. Si.,ChamblIn Add
A HOST WORTHY AIPIICS.16
Gordon. Amelia. Harrison St
When an artiele has been on the Grouse. R. A., 5th, Husband.; and Ocoee*
market for years nnd gains- friends Gorden. James. Celdwell St
every year It is safe to Call this medi. (1reen.-J. B.. Goebel -Ave .
sine a worthy one. Such Is Bollard's 011lort. James T., HInitlevIlte Road
Horehound Syrup. It posit it ely'tires 0riTn. I B.. Kinkeasd Ave. _Coughs and all Pulmonary Diseases. Greif. Minnie. Frank and Ruby, 12th. Jefferson and Monroe
One of the best known merchants in ()rainier. V. E.. IN RI. Clay and Trimble
Mobile,
. says
- Tor 11
YearA my
Grinty, NOM, Clay. 15th and lath
fatally has not been troubrea with the graves. Dr, W. T.. 7th. Clay and Harriman
winter coughs. We owo this to Hal- Greif, A J. and M. Seibert. 4th, Norton and Husbands
lard's Horehound Syrup. I know it Greif. N4,-k,-,'state. Husbands St
has saved my children front many sick Greg/hay. t'.. Trimble St
spells
Goad, W. A. Trimble, 11th and 15th
Sold by ell draggIsla
Have. Si. L. 2 acres near_lohirrits
Hamilton. Mre. Lett, Slisaheth St
Is the-Moon Inhabited.
Hamby. H. A.. NortOn St
•./MI
Science has proven that the moon Hum Si. T.. (N RE Hays Ave
!Inner. L., S. 12th et
has an attnnephere, which
makes [uncork. W. B., Fountain Park
.
ilaybeck,
life in Some form possible On that Hall. A., Tempy, Husband Add
12th, Clark and Washington
satellite; but not for human beings, Hart J. Ft. and wife, Atkins Ave
Haskins. T. A., Broadway, 225 and [lb
who have a hard enough time on Harr* It. N.. 7th. Hord ...I Harris.
Herne,
W. H. 420 Kinkead
Ibis earth of ours. especially those
Helton. L. J.. lith and Matdligith Ste
who don't know that EleetriOlt- Henson, Mrs, 13. P., lltb ind Tennessee It.
Fledge,. J. W., 531 S. 6th St
(era cure-eloo4anhe,t131110usness, Ma- Herman. Elisabeth, Fountain Park
Hesslit.
Mrs. C., 5th and Jackson St•
laria ChIllio and Fever
Jaundice,
fluke. Henry C., Mayfield Road
Dyspepsia, Dizziness, Torpid Liver, Illsey. Phil. 7th and Boyd
filekereon, - -. Little's
Debili- Higgins, Mary. Slowell's Add
Kidney cOmplaliita, General
Ave
ty sod Female weaknenes. Unequal- Hinehlifte. T. R. Fountain Park.
Hickliti. Nellie, Chamblin and Murray Add
led as a general Tonic and &MMUS- Honour. B. If.. West End
er for weak persons and especially [ocher. W. F.. 12th and Harrison
s
Holbrook, Si. J.. Harrison, lith and 13th
for the aged. It induces sound Sleep. Holt. W. A., Clay. 14th and 18th
Holland. Sam Pl.. 7th. Boyd and Harris
Fully guatanteed by
all druggists. Hosteler, Mary A., Woodward Ave
'Weigher. r r.. 6th. Boyd and Burnett
Price only 50c.
Hubbell. Mrs. C., CbamblIn Add., 91/ Jefferson
lierrputh, Minnie. litorlison. 18th and 17th
Husbands,
Mrs. S. K., 11511sabeth 81
.
WAP01.13014 BONAPARTE
Showed, at the battle of AnsterlItt,
its
"
hi
s
".
n
r
"
ri
l
l
s,
Wil
l.
Illi
.
..$1
1
74
114
:
1
1
1.
8
;
1-2
acres
near
coll
.
!
UP
he wise the greatest leader In the world.
Balard's Snow Liniment has shows the Hughes. Geo. V. 1350 S. 9th St 4C
public It IS the best Liniment in the lifutchersion. 14. L. Guthrie Ave
world. A quick cure for Rheumatism. Hughes, J. W.. S. 4th St
Sprains, Burns, ruts, etc. A. C. ?Rte. Hudson. J. B'., Monroe. 11th and 13th
Rodesaa La.. says. "I use Ballard. Ilarfee.„1, A.. Wheeler Add
Herron.
Snow Liniment in my family and find Harrel. Mollie, Mechanicsburg
C.. Broadway. 14th and lifith
it tutitzeelled for sore chest. headache.
Hubbard,
Ed C.. 4th and McKinley
seething
fact
for
that
eolith In
can bt
Hyman.
L H., West Broadway
renched by 11, liniment"
druggists.
Sold by an
Deinon, TOTIY, 3d, Morten and George
Inrinala, John. 2.4,_edd Witehington Ste
.
The fitter Orinoco has More trib- v5',eK
, P. J., Eul
St
amps, Alert T.. 1126 illeeTem Ave
The eto-. .1 T . Adains el
utaries than any other liver.
aistaber is put at 1,660, Waled- Jelinsicn, It J . Tillley Ave.._ . . .
Johnson. Bolt..5th, Butthands and Bock. rmiu
Jahn/ion, dam, 15 114, tub and Jones St.
tug 430 large streams.
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1 SI
9 07
" 23
7 40
2 22
4 06
4 40
2 23
2 43
23
3 31
It $3
11 95
9 47
34 07
23 28
10 67
1 Ill
7 54
4 66
15 21
9 07
3 16
$

6
IS
12
8
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4

$t
16
57
at
66
23
91
104
• 04
Ch IS
9 07
4 47
3 86
34
3 is
I 46

2
4
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It
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I
2
5
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6
24
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72
04
24
76
On
114
59
31
13
04
93
93
04
1*
44
17
24
00
110
94
31

41
13 39
67
22 71
at
73
41
3 441
9 07
5 13
43
3 31
31
39
$
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30)11,1101I. C'hain, Ettlah St s14101114. OttO..
Jul,,'1. Mn,.Wiley. al, Einley Ave..

3
$
7
2
2

31
Di
86
59
43
1$
diet
6 13

Jorgenson, J. E . S id St. ...
Jackson, Wm.,
We Road
Jenkina, A. II., near coal ilpitle
Jones. S. V1'.. loth .11111 Ifornett
Janes. E. T., Bridge St
Janes. C. a. Burnett, 10th and 11th

Karnes, Wm. Si, 7th, Burneti-and Boyd
Baeket', Gen., Trimble. 13th and 14th
Kauffman, Mrs. Ida, 10th and Husbands
Keithley, John, 7th, Jones and Tennessee
Kilcoyne. Michael. lOtk, Burnett and Flournoy
Kipp C.. Elisabeth $t
K.Irkputrick, D. W., Bloomfield Ave
Keebler. Sirs. Nancy, Asheraft
Keiser. Emil, Rowlandtown
Kasitey, Mary. 13th and leleurnoy
Kreutzer, T. R., Thurman Add
Kore, Cioniveld.Ifialtleville Road
Kothelsner, Chas.. 9th and Wasblingtom'tits
Kyle. Melissa. Kinkead Ave

i

34
94
24
53
63
OS
43
94
46
3 63
'
43
3 31
15 12
93
4or,a110J111.$ 34 91
8 24
ii
t
6
6
4
2
2

221oe6
lane. John. 19th and ('lay
Larue, H. A., Little's Add
tawrence, Thos.. Atkins Ave
Landrum. Mary, Jones ik
Latham, M. L., 5th, Adams and Jackson
Lesley. O. L. Burnheini Ave
Landis. W. T., Worten*s Add
Limbo. Henry, IN Rt, 5th, Husbands and George
Lemon. st.a. 7th. Flournoy and Terrell
..
Levering, Thea. 4th, Norton and Husbands
Lee. '1‘.. West Bad
Leignc. S. 0., ... 14th St
Lewis, Marvin, Wurten's Add
Linder,(oo.. Island Creek
Lindley heirs. 13114, Burnett and Flournoy
Linn, Si., Clements St
Little, Kos. IN It), Little's Add
Loeber, W. F.. 12th and Harris
Love, A. A.. 1135 Bridge St
Luttrell. J. T., O'Brien Add
Luttrell. A. C.. Vountadn Park
Lydon, Win_ 429 S. 10th St
Leen, Mrs. Margurette, Clements in
I./standee. Sears A. Co.. 2 acres on Semen Road
Lewis. Thos. 1, Broodiest,
Leech & Washington. Agt.Gardner, Mrs. W. A., Ky. Ave. 13th and 14th
Laigen. a G.. 26. ittii St
Landis, L. D. Caldwell
Lelbel, LA's*, Worten's Add
Linn, Frank, lath St
Leigh, J W., Clay, 17th and 19th
Mattermos, J. E. 8.. MI6 P. 11th St
Mark. y. Mrs., Faxon's Add
Maxwell, Mrs. Lou N.. Broadway. 7th and 0th
literellell, Jame.. Clements at
Martin. Win. Si.. 6th. Boyd and Barrio
kinvite3.. Mary. 17.11' and Flournoy
Medley, Mary L.. Nowell Ave
Mitcheil. M. A.. adm. J C. Carling estate. 141 N. 10th
Milliken. li'm., 5th and Adams
Miller, T. O., Wheeler Add
Miller, Mrs. K. M., 13th and Harrison
Mills, Mary B., g. ath Mt
Mimosa. Mrs. Mart. sth, Adams and Jackson
kilns. J. B., 1933 S 3d St
Morgan. Mrs. al. ft.. ith. Clark and Adams
Morris. -,Norton, 3d and 4th
Morris. W. U., 902 Won n St
Morgan. Bolen. near K flgore *
Moore, Gao. W., Zdi, Tenneeser and Jones
Moss, Mary E., George St
Mullen. Mrs. U. It.. Trimble, ifith and 11th
Muse. Geo.. heirs. Tenneallee ell
Mulls ra. Joe, Wheeler Add
Matlock, LlOple. Goebel Ave
Mathews. W. H.. 13th St
McCollum, John A., Elisabeth St
McCaughey, R. K. 12th. Ohio and Tennessee
McCune, Mart- HprrMon vit
McClure, Homer, 714 Jones St
McClure. W. T., tff R.I. Jarrett St
McClure. It. F.. Jarrott and Bridge St
McFall. J. W., Hays Ave
Iltiratiden, W. T., Fountain Are
McGee, Mrs-. West End
Melittlre. R. H.. Worten'e Add
Meafaiton. R. A., GM, Elisabeth and Broad
McNamara. r.. estate. 5th and Boyd
MeNalua, Mrs. James, 419 S. eth St
McGhee. Wm. & J., Caldwell St

I

1 Ill
1.40
3 31
5 03
ill 42
1 44
4
1 tli
3 OS
3 44
$ 16
7 .11
3 18
4 91
9 113
6 13
2 43
2 23
4 33
8 41
6 44
211 04
6.32
1 11
4 40
2 43
13 43
$ 41
3 77

$

27
2 :26
,
3

1 12
1 51
• 04
6 41
41 54
12 76
6 41
7 43
Nance. T. M., 1035 N. 13th St
51!
Nelson, Mr.. Kate. Madleon. 38th and 17th
5 44
Newman.
E. 'T.. lit it and Mattis.*
It IS
Nolan.
A. J., O'Brien Add
:73
7 40 (
4.1
3g
b,
er
LRLiell..... 10th issel Madison Ms
4 011
. Wes; End
5 Si
Oliver. W. Si.. Faxon Add
3 72
Owen. Lucy. 21st sod Adams
7. 13
Owen, T. B., 14th and Fountain Are
13 42
Oliver. G. W.. Ruolitng Ii
54
3 31
Pod. Real 11111111ate 'In.. Co.. by P. J. Renate.. 44 h, Clay and Harrison.
Palmier, 13.,
Geraldine Pairear, TO'. Moose said Mattison
I :44
Parrhsh. R. , loangstaff Ave
4 56
Parham W IL. Vitt and Merton Sts
▪ at., Padueati
Wagoi
d;
4
1%.
2d and WasbliWon
3 43
Psduh
Lau*
Co.. Stileilnd Jefferson Res
SS
Parrish. Annie.
linalseth St
3 62
Parks. i (1.. 23d nnd Jefferson St.
4 45
Petter. Juinue, 4311 Elisabeth in
10 34
Perry. Starr. Tenoessee St
t 07
Pearson, Mrs. Minnie, Tin Clark !I
3 21
Phillips, De., Clistebtln Add
2 99
Phillips, Ella, Campbell IIR
5 13
Pittman, Belle, 1010 Jackson St
9 If
Phillips, W. A.. 341 sad Norton illta
III O.
Porter. Chas. A., Little's Add
• 04
Potts, Vele. Clay. link and 17th
1 51
Two, L. W.. Powell St
$ 63
Pffk, Bettie, Ilth, Flournoy and Terrell
• (i4
Peewitt, Mrs. IL
Monroe. td and 34
6 44
. near TOTIall
1 05
2117
ro
irbUs. J. B.. Lineoln Ave
14 12
Preues, W. E., Tennessee St.
II $6
Price, Ben. 4th, Husbands and Caldwell
Pryor. W. L, 5th. Itlisaboth and George
$ 3 80
Pnrye.ar, E. H., agent. N. Illth St
95
Puttnan, J.
7th and Joni* St
6 E.
Phelps, G. P.. Hays and Powell
13 55
Parrish, Annie, Elisabeth St
ft 19
Price, Sterling J.. Chamblin Add
h....
4 la
Paducah Brewery Co.. 10th and Monroe St.
7 :4
Paducah Brewery Co, Monroe. 9th and 10th
12 hiti
Pierce. Josiah. frith and Adams
5 13 34
Quarles, Mrs, Id.. 4th. Norton and Genre
6 44
Realtor'. 0. A., 124 Hays
7 26
Ramage, Jam... Ild. Norton and Husbands
7 36
Rappolee. G. 111., (N R. Jones St
11 30
Ralph, W, H.. 123 Jackson St
2 Sri
Ray, J.. Wheeler Add
5 13
Ray,
Worten's Add
7 94
Riggleaberger, Prank. estate. S. 34 SI
41
'
Riddle, Chas., 1101 S. 3d SI
i 91 Roberts. N. T., Harrison. 17th and 1114).
7 71
Rosa. Joule. it 4th Pt
13 112
Roof. it.. Jones St
lludy. Mrs. C. P.. Fountain Ave
Rudd. Si'. P.. estate, Hempton Ave
454
Ruby, John, 1711, Clay and Trimble
27. A°.
Rutledge. Wm., hack of Kilgore'.
4"
Roger". W. E.. Broadway
44 si
/toper,
. Cletnent• Ill
31
Rives. John. 14th and Trimble tits
;911
Redmond. W. C.. Bridge St
3 31
Rutter,(
-has.. Fountain Perk
2 18
Russell. (I. H.. Thurtimn Add
I. 71
Rouse. Wm., Hinkleville Road
3 51
Rogers, Mrs.
B.. Broadway. Ilth and 12th
2 94
2 SO
Sanders. D. at:. or Brown. 13th and Tennessee !Rs
3 54
Saxon. Ed., Broad St
40
Sayers', John
Flays Ave
3 31
Pale, H. O., P. 34 aft
3 31
Smattizileg. Sam T., CV. RI. fUlt. Broadway end Kentucky Ave
5 44
ftandere. If amithland and Tennessee.,
9 07
Sanders, F. B.. 10th. Burnett and Flournoy
3 741
Schmidt, Ni!k. 11115 N. 341 Olt
14 41
Scott & Wallace. Jefferson. 17th and 19th 51.
2 04
Schulte, D. W., Tennewsee St. near I. C. R. R
1 Cl
Scott, Mary A.. 14. 5th St
6 13
Scott. T. A.. 229 Meyers St
7 86
Seott.-W. E., IN RI Trimble St
Seibert. Mrs. Maggie. 7th and Adams'
$ a 32
Sebastian, Joel,, Kentucky Ate., 10th and 11th
2 04
Pea-Mutt Mince! flu. Meyers let
7 as
Roars. Mrs, M., 5t1). Ellisitheth and Boatman
41
Hoye Ave
1 13
Sharp, Della, Harrison. 17th and 15th
3 31
/thaw Miss, Oil Bieck
7 11
Hhelby, T. R.. Husbands and Jones
1 33
SbentWell. R. a. clement. se
6 04
Short. Mts. Harrison. 17th and 18th
Ili 91
Shemwell & Wallace. Clements St
4 51
iniserrell. Rola.. N. 5th St
3 76
Singleton, Mimi PI.. 8th •nd Monroe Ms
it 49
singleton, Gus 0., 4111, Monroe and Madison
t $1
Skelton. J. W., 214 N. 6th St
7 MI
Skinner, T. C., 4th. Husbands and George
I 24
tiintth.
IL 417 WtIlie St
3 112
Smith, Nathan, Fountain Park
3 44
Smith, Ed.. 4th, Broad and Ellsaboth
32 05
Smith. Dr. Wash, 1664 timadway
2 78
Smith. J. P. and wife. Broadway, 12th and 13th
45
smedlog, Hiram, 4th, Tennomee and Jones
a 04
Smith, Ida May. Lincoln Ace
2 in
Sowell & King. I-,acre near A. Conner
*, 23
Sledge. R., 4th, Norton and George
15 12
Stewsrt, R. r. Hays Ave
1 el
Spaulding, Mee. Josh*. 5th, Burnett ant Flournoy
2 63
Spark, I.0u. Ashcraft
6 04
Stewart. Dr. D. T., Madison. 16th and 17th
1 $I
si.gall & Potts. Bornholm Ave
x 69
Steed. Henry. Nth and Jackson
1 36
Stewart. Sem for children. 13th and Washington tit
2 34
Story. Rufus. Bride, It
5 44
Stanley. Mason M., near Jobn Arta. 4th and Jefferson
4 63
Sutherland, R. L. Whiseler Add
1 SI
Sutherland, Mrs. Lens., Jackson 13th and 11th
4 23
Swanson, r. P.. Jefferson et
Steberson. Frank. Madigan St
2
7 i. 4
2
:
9
Sanderson. R. I., Biloomileid Ave
Smith, Nick. A•hcaft and Powell
2 ID
Sewell, J. D Salem Ave
4 35
8 741
Tiltutn, David, Thurman Add
9 69
Taylor. P. V. hack Of Kilgore's
4 31
Terrell, Fletcher Written. 5th and 0th
Thomas. J. L. West
d
$ Si IL Thompson. rho C..
Sonesi St
.130 44
healer. a . ns4.81tMolson, 6th and 7t
3 31
Thompson, 0.,W. Jackson St
I 3 111
Treat/ma, 4. W., e
tie Mt
4 95
Troutman, 4 R. IS
Mt
1 51
thoindfleat, Met
flaky
a
•,. sa
Thompanh.- E n. st
TlInns, t' M,_11113
; 7,5

9
1
la
3
I1
1
$

n
PI
Is
64
44
41
07
86
13
91
47
25
15
441
t
s
lis

4 77
6 94
604
3 40
7 01
1 Si
4 44
13 11
3 43
I SI
6 06
8 is
7 26
7 36
3 55
13
27
11 40
2 23
40 S4
2 43
76
941
4 43

$ 34 93
13 03
93
2 45
44 01
40 Si
Si
34 80
06
13
16 44
1 81
4.1
03
7 21
3
I II
3 14
15
4 IS
4 64
3 05
as
114
93
07
111
41
53
93
314 45
42 16
3
6 II
$ 4 23
6 44
• 73
• 31
6 94
6 96
178 33
• 04
6 90
2 27
7 40
27 22
430
X 74
3 L.
3
4 73
4,4
1141
:, 12
3 31
34,5
9 57
$ 605
6 19
.3- 63
, 0
:
36 30
O 06
7 86
12 43
4 16
4 95
7 71
6 12
le 44
13 52
. 15 40
14-40
3 45
13
I RI
111
6 13
11 49
4 36
9 67
19 04
21 92
42 14
3 77
3 12
20.67
04
IS 75
26 69
13 02
5 09
13
7 40
3 41
1 $6
I 05
4 65
2 01
4 75
1 11
91
2 43
91
1:1 62
12 14
3 65
6 41
I 91
9 44
3

3 40

I 73
6 as
2 22
O 94
s 44
2 ail
Si
4 23
eit II
4 7/

as

Watkins. Mrs. Si. A.. 520 S. 5th St
walker. J. IA. 2136 Yeiser
Ward. it. J.. Bloomfield
Wagoner,
Monroe. 12th sad 13th
Watkins. Emma, 8. 5th St
Wallace.
. Little's Add
Wallace, B. C., 3d and Jarrett St.
Watts. S. P.. .44 Hi, Broad, 4th and 6th
Wagoner. LIEU*
Walbert, J. T., estate, 637 Thimble St
Warren. C. D., tor children, Broadway, 124 and 334
Wells. a.. Salem Ave
Wetarrington, Ed.. Fountain Park
Werner, Wallace. IN R), Broadway. 2It11 and 25th
West. Fred. 19th and Harrison Ms
Well, Wm. V., Hamilton
Whittemore, Edgar W., 314 N. 6th St
and wife, 129 Clements St
White. Sam 13th and Jones St
Whitesides, C. E., Jones. 10th and 11th
Whitehead, W. J., Madison. 17th and lath
Whittarsore. 5. 13„ 13th and Jackson Sts
Williams. Lydia, 4th and Monroe Ste
%Reel). Martha G.. Clements St
Wilkins, T. J.. 412 Ashbrook
Wilcox. S. D.. 4th, Boyd and Burnett
Williams, W. 21.. 8th and Radioman Sts
Williams, A.. Harrison. 5th and 4th
Withers, J. P.. Jarrett and Meyers St.
k. J B', 4th, Harrison and Madison
William., J. H.. Metzger Add
Wilkerson, G. C. Rowlandtown
Wocten, J. Si., Worten's Add
Wooten. S. F., 10th. Harrison and Clay
Woolfolk, Bd., MI. Norton and Jones
Wood. J 3., Kentucky Ave
Worth. Josephine. 12th and Madison
Wilkinson, W. l'.. Ashbrook Ave
Walker, Mrs. Emma, Dowell Add

2 '12
2 It
3 :3
4 23
2 SS
3 31
3 41
3 73
3 MI
7 NI
13 32.
254
3 31
2 73
3 31
2 601
41 40
7 OS
6 OS
31 17
15 35
OS
14 935
$30
3 MI
41$
2 41
12 39
2 fa
6 04
2 43
4 59

•

!I ::
55 39
17 33
69 97
3 77
1 61
$

04164111111D.
Alexander, Doria, 9th, Husbands and Ohio
Anderson, H.. DAIL Tennessee aid Jones
Asclerson, Mayor, 10th. Tennessee and Junes
Armstrong, James,, 702 Ohto St
Armstrong, George. 16th, Washington and Clark

5 13
6 44

le
4
2
4
6
8
9
7
ii

1 30
12 34
68
SI
3 113
10 31

\ tui Ctilin. John. Ffloonineld Ave
Vanderroot,
Jackoon St
Vi•es,
, Guthrie Ave
Vogt, Mrs. Rosa. 5th. Norton and Husbands
volt, Mrs. Mary. 1117 S. 10th at
Voris.
De.
_
_ J. V., _Horne_ perdiesing Co., Monroe. 13th and_lith

Young, A. Si.. Fountain Park
Venlig J. 16., Fountain Park
Yates, C F., Hays Ave
York, J. W., list and Adams Ste
Yopy. Agnes. Jackson, 11th and llith
Y•pp, Andy, 12th, Tennessee and George

35
1 40
11 1
4 23

et

111.11alf. OUTOANba 2.-

Baynham. Sam. 1309 it 5th St
Beynliant, Chas, Cleveland
Baker. claw. Sowell Add
Baldwin, Jas. IN Rt. Flournoy St
Bacon, Alice '
Flays Ave
Benettt. Blanche, 711 N. 10th St
Inuch. Harriett. 9th, Husbands and Boyd
Bowers. Edgar. 9th. Caldwell and Norton
Bootter, Naptha. 506 Morrison liit
Boyd, Alice, 410 S. Sth St
Bowers, H. K. ... 12th St
Belford. W. A., Terrell St
Brady, Wm.. 0th, Husbands and Beckman
Brown, Loss, 10th and Husbands
Brown, W. B., 735 ft 7th St
Briggs. Thos., 511 S. 5th St
Brown, 0. W. 10th and Jones

$ 15
15
6
5
4

14
12
13
1$
23

6 12
2 Ot
285
31
/:
63
86
13
OS
13
77
611
34
94
76
23

$

Daniels. Hal, 711 Harrison St
Daniels. Lucinda, 11141 Harriman 51
Davis, Wm., 1215 Madison St
Daniels, Beveilly, 710 Broad St
Daniel', Leah. 1313 N. 13th St
Dinahurst. Hewn. gandoes Add
Diggs, Bob. Clements Illt
Donaldson, Antiose. K. Ilk St
DOoley, R'In, 1006 N. 7th 141
*Drury. Geo., N. 7th St
Dunlap, Henry, 816 N. 7th St

(Ibsen. banks!. 1413 S. 10th Pt
Given, Clansman. 7th and Burnett Ks
Given. Downsall, 7th, Husbands and Boekvnan
Menem. gam. 1451 R 10th St
Getshon. Ida. N. 1211 et
Beermi & MOM.Caldur•it 51
Griffen, H. and D. Ross. 5th and Norton
Green, Cats. near A (-boner
Gray. Fannie, 5th and Burnett Sts
Gray. Green. lth. Adams and Jackson
Grubbs, George W., 913 N. Rh St

31
31
32
Si)
311
63

$

Carnisin. heir,. Washington. 10th and 11th
Clayton, Mahal*, 714 Clark Mt
i
Clark, J. W., 726 N. 10th St
Clark, Elise, Aohbrook, Ave
Clark.
Cleveland Ave
Copeland, Sam. -15th. Husbands and George
Col*, Mary, 1434 S. 10th St
Coleman, Chas.. 1191 Harrison $t
Conley, Andy, S. 10th St •
Clamber..- Husbands and Hochman
Crider, Bob, 1307 S. 10th St

Edwards, Henry. Stk. Husband, and George
Ellis. Anderson, R. R.. near depot
Fined. Eno. 11161 Broad St
Tenney, Roam 1114 N. 10th St

3
3
6
2
6
3

2 73
4 MI
6 54
73
350
3 31
4111
11 17
6 11
2 41
4 23

$

/4
5
7
6
3
3
3
6
4
5
4

111
44
84
25
73
77
09
64
23
5X
23

$

2
2
3
4

la
gli
73
44

3
1
6
4
I
2

77
24
94
21
14
Is
el
11
72
84
17

$
.

,
1

.• • 4

1
2
4
11

Hstbaway, George, Terrell St
Harrison. -.Huslionde. 10th and 11th
Hardison, Chas. D., 9th. Barnett-and !Mourn.).
Harris. Albert. len N. 7th St
Henderson, Gears., Cemobell St
Bibby.. T. ps: 705 S. 6th St
'
Hollis. estate, Burnett IR
H•bbs, Sam. Taxon Add
Howell. Henry, estate. Sth and Terrell
Rowell, C. J. and A. E. Jackson, kb and Oth
Howell. Dave. Clay. 14th and 16th

1

1 95
6 12
4 20
4 21
4 13
X 45
2 12
390
U
to 100
4 23

Jacobs, Jeff, Woodward' Ave
Jenkins, Lawrence. It 12th St
.
Jordon, James, 8th and Husbands St
Jorden, Will, 11th and Husbands fits

8

2
3
4
7

Ktvel, Henry, 920 N. 8th St
Knight, Wm., 11th. Boyd and Terrell

$

5 12
214

Lawrence. T. A., Rowlatilltown
Llndsey, Francis, 17111 Mead Alley
1,00. Matti(' K. 6th. Ohio and Tennessee
Lott. W. H. 4t8, and Husbands Ms.
Loving, Dennis., 1309 S. 10th St
Loring.(eo.. Broad. 7th and Ilth
Loring. Chas, 1117 8. llitit lit

1

3
1
$
3
7
5
7

77
ill
17
17
Mt
to
56

..5 12
6
a
3
x

70
24
ea
43

Masonic Stock Co., by S. Kiva'. 71h and Adams.
Marabie, Limit. L., 5th, Adams and Jackson Sts
Mathis, John, 715 Jackson St
Mathis. John, Brownsea Add
Marsh, John, 10th and Boyd
Mechanicsburg Temple, 1-2 acre, near Herself'
Merriweather. C W., Janes. 5th and
Minor. John. f142 14. 5th St
Moiety'''. John, hell's. 13th and Boyd
Morgan, G. A., Elisabeth. 4th and It
Moore, Aaron, 1207 N 14th IR
Were. Bartlett. thi 11). Trimble. 7th and MIL.
McClure. 014. heirs, Washington, 19th and 11th
airKnight. Jones. larsektnan. MIS and 10th
McKnight. Will, -Burnett and Flournoy

...

44
31
91
13

1

5 13
4
3 35

Overton & Reed. George. 6th and 7th
Overton. Scott. 8th and Ohio
Owen, Trask, 21r., 92: Washington St
Owen. lirnialt. Jr.. 9th and Husband'
ell Washington at
Otilinighaallintli, 912 Kentucky Ave

$

3 03
16 70
7 MI
4 ill
R 76

Pairs!. 8., gawk of A. Conner
Pails, -Tamps K., 11335. 11th St
Perft', Borten, 12th, Flournoy and Terrell
Pendell. Marshall. IS 11th Pt
Prlom Manon. 219 Huirosinds St
Pullen, Ned, 10th. Tennessee and Jones
Pullen, Abe. 11711 S. 5th St
Price, Ed.. 10th and Huabands St

$

Reeviet, Henry. 5th, [husbands and Backman
Reeves._ Oren. N. 9th. at
Norton and Husbands
Reed. Md., N. 14th Pt
Reynolds. Bd.. (N 11). Atkins Ave
Reynold., Dave and Will. 12th and Flournoy
Redmond. Ed and wife. Rowitiodtewn
RI bardson, Geo., El 9th nt
ay, Will and Wife. 11th. Jones and Tennessee
(*. W., Jones. 111th and 11th
Ptoleptsofl, Kate. Nesbitt ton. 7th and 8th
Robertson, James, 704 5. 8th

$

C. ......

•

45
3 31
4 IN
917
2 11
5 13
1 tit
• 35
2 14
3 21

Neal. Sam or Nellie. Itith and Cleveland...
Nelson. James, 1637 Clay St
Nichol". Isaac, 1127 Jones St

Rees, mum, Sth.

•tp

•

•

2 43
91
3 77
4 SI
06
2
34
2 NI
r.
6
21
2
1
2
3
2
3
1

13
14
04
43
Il
73
31
42
64
71
73
OS

Shag', Mrs. C., Jones. 7th and 8th
lampoon, Linda or Unnerve. Mill St
Smalley. James, near atm Beyer
Smith, al•rlah, 811 Husbands St
Merlins. Sarah, Telly Add
Stringer, W. Si.. Telmer Ave
Stanley. Jane, near Terreirs
Steed, Belle, 1111 14. 11th Pt

27
SI
43
ill It
3 441
02
2 63

Talley, S, 824 It, 10th St
Tandy, Page, Clay St
Thomas, Sarah C., N. 13th St
Thomas, Harris. Ilth and Washington Ms
Thompson heirs. 10th. Harris and Boyd
Tuckar, Chas., 1041 S. 6th St
Turner. ,has.. cis Jackson St

6

2
1
2
4

t

it
4 40
114
St
6 11
17

Watkins, Metzger Add
3 21
Washington, John, 1311 A. 9th St
3 77
Wallace. minerya. MIII Pt
2
05
Watson. Albert. 1311 Monroe St
4 13
Watts, A. 1124 N. 4th Pt
94
Webb, Al irred. 1235 S. 8th St
4 23
Welsh, J.
Et. lath St
6
94
White, Vick, Broad Alley
3 21
.
White. Stoke, inroad Alley
........
2 It
vripsasoy, Elvtra. 158 Woodward..............
.......
.
.....
81
Willson. Jordon, at 9th St
•.
On.
WIllhams. Thos.. 1226 It 10th 51
Williams. Oink. 421 Terr011 at.................................
4 41
WIllIsmo. Lucy. MershinalVAet '
16
Wootton'. Seett. 13. 13th et
•
04
;Osten
property
lists having been returned be the Auditor
The
as 4401..
comm., e ill he orr..,,d for ,SfWit• :It the City Hull &mit
Monthly, Noy.my.o.
teal, at IO o'clock a 0. by the trea -airer unless mid
e that date
A
LAwn, Aftdftot
• l'adacek, Sty (Amber IS, loos,
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With Edged Tools
By

HENRY

SETON

MERRIMAN

Author et the itower..
Reccies Corner," -free
Uric ceeeratten to Another,- Eta
Copyright,
AMNIA

Intl.

by

HARPER.

te

BROTHER.

afiaMielallissums

"Ail right."
----Ant's about iny else, too," said Guy
"And bring back Durnovo with you."
Oseard, sotnewhat indistinctly, owing
Jack Meredith looked up with a
to the fact that be habitually smoked a vague smile,
thick stemmed pipe.
-nett Man." he said Heel& "is gobig
"le it? I'm glad of that. It gives us to the plateau If I have to drag him
something in common to work for."
there by the scruff of the neck."
"Yes." Guy paused and made a bugs
effort, finally conquering that taciturnCHAPTER XII,
ity which was almost an aftlietion to
T is possible even in Loango to have
him. -The reason I gave the other
a fling, but the Carouser must be
night to you and that chap Duruovo
prepared to face, even in the midst
was honest euough, but 1 have another.
of his rerelry, the haunting thought
I want to Ile low for a few months, but
that the exercise of the etrietest econI also want to make money. Ian as
omy In any other part of the world
good as engaged to be married and I
_might he a preferabie pastime.
find that I am not so well off as 1
During the three days following his
I
in.
that
People
told
was.
tbougbt I
arrival Nactor Durnovo indulged, aca
year
should have three thousand
cording to his lights, in the doubtful
when the guvaior died, but I find that pleasure mentioned.
Ile purchased at
people kuow less of my affair; than
the best factory the best clothes ohthought."
(minable: he lived likes fighting cook In
"They invariably do," put In Jack the one so called hotel, a hawse chiefly
encouragingly.
affected end supported by ship cap"It is barely two thousand, ami-aud talus. Lie spent freely of money that
she ham been brought up to something was not his and imagined himself to be
better than that."
leading the fife of a gentleman. He
"Um! They mostly are. Mine has rode round on a hired horse to call on
better
been brought up to something
his friends, and on the afternoon of the
Oath that too. That is the worst of it." sixth day be alighted from this quad"I believe implicitly in this scheme," ruped at the gate of the Gordon.' bunsaid Oscard. "It is a certniu fact that galow.
the men who ean supply pure simiaclue
A few minutes later Jocelyn came
hate only to name their price for It.
into the drawing room, where he was
They will make a fortune, aftd I be- waiting,
with a brazen face and a sinklieve that Duruovo knows where it is
ing heart. Somehow the very room
growing ha quantities."
bad pm -'Cr to bring him down toward
cannot see how It would pay ben
bin own level. When be set eyes on
is,
matter.
That
the
deceive
us
in
to
Jocelyn. In her fell- Saxon beauty, be
murat
it,"
looking
way
of
the, best
regained aplomb.
Inured Jack redeetively. "When I
She appeared to be rather glad to
first net him the man thought tw was
see him.
dying. and for the time I really be"1 thought," she said, -that you had
lieve that he was honest. Some men
back to the expedition?"
are honest when they feel unwell. gene
"sot without costing to may goodby,"
There was so little daubt in my mind
he answered. -It is not likely."
that I went into the thing at onee."
Just to demonstrate how fully be
"If you will go ou with it I *di
felt at ease he took a chair without
stand by you," Maid Oweard shortly
"all right. I think we two' together waiting for an Invitation and sat tapare av good as any half bred sharper iiing his boot with his whip, looking
her furtively up and down all tbe
on this coast, to put it gracefully."
13itring the emitting silence Jack was while with an appraising eye.
apgareatly meditatleg over ttie debt . "And when do you go?" she asked,
of'confidence which he still owed to his With a subtle change in her tone which
compaidou, for he spoke first and did not penetrate through his mental
quite seriously *boat himself, which epiderrahl.
"I suppose In a few days now. But
wan somewhat against his habit.
af dare sny you have beard." he said, I'll let you know till right, never fear."
Vietor Durnovo stretcbed out his
"that I had a - n disagreement with lily
lege and made himself quite at home.
father."
"Yes. beard something of it." replied but Jocelyn did not sit down. On the
(meted in a tone whit+ seemed to Ina- contrary, she remained standing perfey that the "something" was quite sistently and Significantly.
'item-tee gone sway?" he intinired.
suirelent for his requirements.
"Yes."
"It Alla abont my engagement," Jack
"Awl left you all alone." in a tone of
light badinage.
"I ant accustomed to being left," she
answered gravel
"I don't quite like it, you know."
"You
She looked at him with a steady nutprtee which made him feel a trifle uncomfortable.
-Well, you know," he was forced to
octant:1, ehtifillitir the while uneasily hi
bis t iiiia Arid arepplug his whip. -one
naturally- tekcs Nit Interest in one's
friends' eeitere You and Maurice are
the best friend, I have in Loango."
"Reprice has anveys spoken of you
with gratitude." she said.
"To deaf ears, eh? Yes, he bax reason to be grateful, though perhaps I
have put him
ought not to say It.
Into several very good things on the
coast, and It is in my power to get him
Into this new scheme. It is a big
thing: be would be a rich man in no
tittle"
Re rose from his seat and deliberately crossed the room to the sofa where
she had sat dowu, where be reclined.
with one arm stretched out along the
back of It toward tier. In his other
bind he held his riding whip, with
Mitch he began to stroke the skirt of
her dress, Which reached along the
floor almost to his feet.
"Weidd you like Wm to be In it?" he
asked, with a meaning glence beneath
bis lashes. "It Is a pity to throw away
IA air .714042118 VOI.1" fj(1-dOttlia trill be a good chance, his position Is not so
very secure you know"
toll of tc."
She gave a -strange little hunted
went on deliberately. "I do not know
flow it was, hut they did get hit it off &pee round the room. She was
together. She was too honest to throw grudged into a etwasse-sse4--sesit44. not
herself tit his head, I suppose, for I rise_ without Incurring the (ask of his
Imagine a pretty girl can usually do saying something she did not wish to
what she likes with an old man IL she hear. Then ate leaned forward and
/temente!): withdrew her dregs from
takes the trouble."
"Not with hitn. I think. Seemed to the touch of hag whip, which was, in
be rather down on girls in general," Its way, a subtle caress
"Is he throaring sway the chance?"
said (heard coolly.
she asked.
"Then you know him?"
"No. but you are."
"Yes, a little. I have met'him ones
or twice-ont. you know. 1 don't supThen she rose from her seat. and.
pose be would know me again if he saw standing In the middle of the room,
me."
faced him with a sudden gleam in her
Which last remark does not redound eyes'
to the credit of Guy's power of Obser"I do not see whet it has to do stitth
vation.
me," she said; "I do pot know anyThey paused. It is wonderful bow thing about Mituriee's 'business lirnear we may stand to the brink end rangetneuts and very little aboutjais
look far elver beyond the chasm. Years businese friends."
afterward they remembered this con"Then let me tell you, Jocelyn- wtil,
versation, and it Is possible that Jack then. Miss Gordon. if you prefer
Meredith Wondered then what Instinct that you will know more ritxntt one of
It was that made him change the direc- his business•friends before you have
tion of their thoughts.
finished with him. I've got Maurice
"If it is agreeable to you," he said, "I more or less in may power now and it
think It would be wise for me to go rests with you"down to Loango and gently intimate to
At this moment a shadow darkened
Durnovo that we should be glad of his the floor of the veranda and at. instant
services."
later Jack Meredith walked quietly In
"Certainly."
by the window.
By 7 o'clock the next morning the
"Doter, young man." he said dramatcanoe was ready, with its swarthy ically, "by window-center."
rowers is their places The two Eng"I am sorry," he went on In a differlishmen breakfasted together and then ent tope
to Joeelyu, "to tame In this
walked down to the laudifig stage skis -unceremonious way, but the
servant
by side.
' told me that you were on the veranda
",Take care of yourself," said Oscard
(To be 0 ttnuea.)
PO* es Jack stepped lute the canoe.
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VICE PRESIDENTS iiitad Stomach aMaadkeilood. WATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED
' Speculators
OF THE COUNTIES
. OK AT THE NOVEMBER ELECTION and
You can not make sweet butter In a
a
s,1,
T,hegsititaett(la
ciosrt•rves
fo
.inl,
a uncleaninch(1rach
to
churn
stork
tttip
and disintegrate our food as it Is beteg
digested. If it be weak, sluggish and
este the result will be torpid, sluggish
liver
f Itlirntlierce's Golden
ingred
badleinintrore
l'beand
Meet And Lay Plans For Im- Medical
Discovery are just such as best
serve to correct and cure all such demigration Work.
rangements. It Is made up without a
drop of alcohol le its composition; cheaticslly pure tripleeaed glycerine being
used instead Of the oettononly employed
alcohol. allow this glycerine is of itself
t -II .11atended Was Find Segment le valueble &edicts*. Instead of a deleterious agent like alcohol, especially in the
Comniercial Chili Rooms Yew.
cure of weak stomach, d y swivels and the
tentay .afternonu.
esig timon
m n.ne
ot
.lo
nd
„ of
Pttor /,
m
Mbeid
itlical
ley
various f
ElWw
sante( it:
serves an excellent parer the tart Inanutectifaxizt. time In its
LI. VISIT COUNTY HOARDS
rest
a
utaarib:i
esirsdarly there Is Uleertaion or ,t•tu
sastriets testa al htillanuna t ice, of stoniaclii,
it Is I most elk:teat prevent'too. o iy eerie,
th
will relieve Diane cares Of yy.rosiseartbarni
exeactiers
earjett selditL. iti useful in
P.:ens for buil ling up the South. an.
n certain [unlit of
atrilli
iqt
.
western Kentucky and Southern II- rat
iota stimulating the secrecitron
functions
of the intosUitel
Sal
11.10is Immigration association were
ASP
when combined,In 'its% the right proporconsidered at the
meeting of the
tions, with Holden Seal root. stoue root,
county vice-presidents in the Com- Black Cherrybark, Queens root, Bloodmercial club rooms yesterday after- root and kJ esteem nee., or the extracts of
these, as in r. Pierre's Gulden Medical
noon, and the campaign for mem
Discovery, Aare can be no doubt of its
great efficacy In the Cure of all stomach,
bersbip will be instituted at once.
N UM'and Intestinal diaorders and derangeEach county vice-president took Ispenta, flaw several Ingredients have
away with him a book of member- the -suorepses-endorsement in all Intel;
cases of sue& emiestat medical leaders as
ship blanks and meld he would pro- Prot n. Beetholow. B D., of Jeeerion MedOunage. elatesato: Prot. Hobart A. Hare.
ceed at once to get it full. In add:h.gtot
r inedleal Depertment, l'ailversit,s of
we Johnson. M. , Medical
[ion, President Hughes and Secretanitro:4U of New York: Prot
ale N. n. Mahlicmasn Medical
ry Coons will visit each county in

REPORT OF JOINT LIGHT AND WATER COMMITTEE ON \I. w CONOE PADUCAH AND THE l'ADUCtil
TRACT BETWEEN TH.}
W %TER COMPANY.

Three Pianos,

Owing to the fart that the contract the proposed contract of $96,630.
There Is nothing contained in the
existing between the city of Paducah
and the 10<-al water compeer for fire proposed contract changing the rights
hydrants expires during the current of the city or those of the water commonth it was incumbent upon the pany under the original franchise.
general council to negotiate for such The city still retains the right to purservice covering the remaining period chase the water company's plant at
which the franchise of the water the expiration of each five year period
connetny still has to run, to-wit: In accordance with the terms of the
60MS:en yeare.
oi len al- fail nefirse.
This committee has also compared
After sevaral conferences between
the joint Licht and water comntittee the rates contained In the proposed
and the officere of the water company contract with those In effect in 127
a scale of rates for tire hydrants was other cities for the same class of seragreed upon by the committee and vice and finds the proposed rates lowthe water company. These rates er thaa those paid by any of these
have been embodied in a contract cities. The appraximate average cost
which will be submitted Of the gen- per hydrant In the number of cities
eral council for 'each action as the men t untret -shave Is US.
wisdom of that body may determine
The rates referred to were submitIf the proposed contract Is favorably ted by the local water company and
acted upon by the general council. this committee assume that the figit must be submitted to the votes of ures are correct. The list of the
t eat
election and cities with the rare paid In each is on
;Isn't iftin M. Scudder. XI). the city at the
Ii, Authors of the
the association, meet with the coun• and
eg.
tory and wore,of others aflirmatively ratified by not less than file with this committee and anyone
Armes&
I', board and look •tter the details
lcal tueti of our land. two-thires of the vote then cast upon desiring to verify the figures concurative virtues of
of local orgenization.
lents of which have the question before Is contract be- tained therein may have the oppora mad
etelorsentent?
Pamphlets in English
and Ger- dacha
tween the city and the water com- tunity of doing so at any time.
owed by Ihtetor PieseVs
man will be sent into the northwest
pany can be finally executed.
It ,homed also he borne in mind
OM or two•dose.
and to Europe to attract immigraIt is therefore worth while for the that until a new contract is entered
tion.
.
improvised to suit the oeraskon. voters of the city: to carefully con- into between the city and the water
There eas a good attendance, Be- which waelitls: The MIMI() had ',eV - sider tin terute of the proposed con- company, that the rates charged un•
sides President D. H. Hughes and :ral hundred kegs to unload and they tract betiire casting their votes at the der the existing contract will mainSecretary D. W. Coons, I' S. Shack- Were In two Rees. One site was coming election, and If it appears tain. The only alternatives offered
:eh, mayor of Fulton• and vice- ;tacked in one part of the wharfboat Oat the proposed contract Is to the to escape from the old rates are
d
itvs.a ntam of the city, then to regietett either in make a new contract or #41
president, of Fulton county, G. N. and the other $ize in another part.:
their app roval tilt reof upon their bal. discontinue the service, the latter, of
division
of
that
kind
there
Is
a
When
McGrew, of
Livingston
county;
course, being quite impossible.
John L. Smith, of Kuttawa, Lyon In unloading freight the clerk givea a
Therefore this committee has no
In order that the voters may have
county; W. H. Viets. of La Center. simple name to each variety, and
le opportunity •ti become fully ad- hesitation in recommending to the
by
veiling
passes
him
when
router
a
Ballard county; W.
Bower, of Mcknows where vised regarding the terms of the pro- general council and in the voters of
Cracken county; Thomas Emerson, that name the murder
copy of the same la the city of Paducah that the patto go. One ante of keg was named POWPW1 COM riot
ofHickman county, and M J. HowCat" sad the other tale was herewith siitun it welch reads as posted contract be ratified
"Black
ley, of Cairo, III., were present In
IJOINT 1,1011T AND WATER COMnamed "Yellow Cat." So with that follows:
person. The proxies of several other
"Section 1. That the City- of PaduMITTEE.
proesle and simple start the rousters,
vice-presidents were
held by dele4haracterietleally, began to slug and cah, Ky., agrees to rent and does
gates to the farmers' institute, who
Paducah Water
IT- WAS NOT A NUT
they made up the sentmaind rhyme as hereby rent from
attended the meeting.
hey went. The mate said the aim- company, its !tutees/fora and aesigns,
A large dumber of farmers called dier the tunnels given the better the four hundred and eleven 1411) But the Chinaman Who Cracked It
Did Not Mums It,
at the Commercial club headquar- rousters remembered, and the more double nasale fire hydrants now esters during the day to Inquire into ertaln wag singing to start.
tablished in said city for • period of
Cleveianalt0., Oct. 19.-Yee Hing.
the piens of the association, and inThe Dunbar did not arrive front apighteen Ilh) years from the passage
of a clothes washery here,
proprietor
tereet-among the delegates to !he In
vanaville till 2 o'clock last night aid final approval of this ordinance.
now knows the difference between a
an
eleetion
by
the
people
as
after
ithate was gratifying.
return
cad left at 4 o'clock on the
railroad torpedo and a nut. A railVice-Presidents Vieth+. of Ballard trip. The Henry Herley Is today's hereinafter provided, The annual road man sent his overalls to fling's
rental for mesh of said fire hydrants, laundry, forgetting to remove a railcounty, Vas named the following scket.
The Dick Fowier had aenh a heavy erhieh the city of Pleincah lrereby road torpedo from one of the pockcounty board: Mayor H. Burbling,
torpedo.
of Wickliffe John Cooke. of Wick- toad of corn last night it did not ar- agrees to pay for the first ten (10) ets. Fling discovered the
murmured to himhe
twenty
nut
"
)(taro
of
said
term,
shell
he
"Nicety
Welock.
eve
till
here
1:30
liffe, and S. P. Payne. of La Center.
self as he reached for a flatiron. Ills
Salter Kraut( ThUajatillo brought I $20.00) dollars , and the annual
W. L. Bower, of McCracken comehim to
rental for the remaining eight tk) Innocent curiosity prompted
Louis
eity'lroM
Rt.
kegs
to
the
1350
ly, has named his hoard as follows:
crack open the toned . He laid it
shall
be
dolfifteen
($15.00)
years
the
on
IT
W. F. Brads-haw. Sr.. Robert Noble, :his morning and went
on the floor and gave It a bang with
lars, tiniest* the said city shall gooaer
renneseee after unloading.
the flatiron. They may save Hine.
Charles Lamond and Will Pepper.
The Pavonia took a load of ttes purchase water company's plant, with but the laundry floor it; a wreck.
Another meeting will be held in
The Russel: six (6) per cent interest upon defer10W11 the river today
20 days when the full boards wit! be
'Ard is expected from the Tennessee red payments. The payments of said
Safe Blown In Louisville,
named
7711/0x and will go to St. Louis if the rentals shell be made as provided in
Loulavilie. Ky.. Oct. i9.--The gun.
the original ordinance contract.
,tater is right
In the office of the Western and
"Section 2. All additional hydrants Southern Life Insurance company, on
-The Wilford arrived from the Cumberland river this morning and went on extenaions of mains that may be Fourth avenue, was cracked by
on down to Cairo with the low of ereeted hereafter by the Paducah thieve,' last night and Stsuli in monev
Water company, its successors or as- taken. The detectives are under the
Iles.
The Buttorff will arrive front Nash- signs, as provided In the original or- impression that the robbery was comville Stinday night and wait over till dinance contract during the said mitted by some one conversant with
River Stages.
Monday noon. when It leaves for eighteen yours, shall be charged and the building and the offices and are
paid for as provided In section one
Cake
.16.8 0.8 fall Clarksville.
working on a clew, which was discovCliattanooga
7.0 ... rise
The Kentucky is in from the Ten- hereof; but at the expiration of ten ered this morning. They expect to
time this ordi
Cincinnati
.12.3 ... fall nessee river and today is down at t 10) years from the
make arrests. Two men employed in
mance oh-all have been finally ap- the building were taken in custody
.
Evansville
9.8 ... fall toppa unloading lumber.
The Antelope was pulled ont on the proved as set out above, all the then but no charge was registered against
Florence
4.6 0-1 fail
fire hydrants shall be charged and them, in_opening the safe the burthis morning.
Nays
Johnsonville
0.4
7.8
fall
Paid for at the uniform rate as shove glars knocked off the combination
dimensame
Saltillo
Is
of
the
The
Louisville ...
0.2 fall
except in provided and the contract therefor *ad pitched the tumblers with wires
Mt. Carmel
1.6
Sed sions as the Peters Lee
haIl expire at the end of the eighteen
feet
shorter.
length.
Is
ten
She
Nashville
10.4 0.5 rise
years fixed in section one.
Freight Train lireaki.
A Boston dispatch says: A verdict
Pittsburg
... 4.8 0.7 rail
"Section 3. Before this ordinance
Fulton, Ky. Oct. 19 -By
Davis [eland Dam .. 5.0 0.3 fall of guilty- was returned today in the shall become effeciive it shall be subbreaking in two of an Illinois Central
a
St. Louie
7.4 0.1 fall United State. district court in
mitted to a vote of the qualified
freight train near Martin, Fenn.. the
Mt. Vernon
9.2
Std' test case brought by the government voters of the city of Paducah, Ky.,
rear section of the train crashed into
Paducah
10 6
4 fall against William H. Ellis, a local con- at the general election to be held In
front end, derailing tea cars
the
charged.
with
;rector, who was
laid city on the 6th day of November,
most of which were reduced to splinThe only explanation of this sum- lating the federal eight-hour law on 1906, the said vote to be taken In the
ters. LeRoy Landrum. a negro, of
mer's good stages In the rivers is that works at the Charlestown navyyard. manner and as provided by law for
Fulton, who was steallng a ride, was
the river knows it will be made to tow The penalty in the case is imprison- the submission of public questions to
killed. Traffic was delayed several
the nrark of the 9-foot stage and so ment for six months or a fine of the votera of said city,
hours
to avoid artificial treatment. nature $1,000 or both Judge George grant"Section I. -This ordinance shall
has voluntarily kept the river up. It ed counsel 20 days to-file excePtIoba. take effect and be in force from its
looks now like there won't. be any
passage approval and ratification by
THI
low water this year. The gauge
the qualified voters of the city of Paofficial Forecasts.
AND
THE
registered a stage of 10.6, a fall_ot
--The Ohio at Evansville- and Mt. ducah, Ky., and a written acceptance
0.4,1n 24 hours. Rainfall was .01.
the
conditions
by
terms
ant
of
its
;Vernon. no material change during
Business at the wharf was rushingthe next 24 to 36 honrs. At Padu- Pidticah Water company filed with
It looked good to see the Georgia
cah end Cairo, *HD continue falling the elerk of the city of Paducah, Ky..
Lee dock 14 the wharfboat today
within ten (la) days after the official
during the next two days.
after an absence of several months.
,Tie Tennessee from Florence to certificate of its approval at the popuONSLIIIPTIOSI
Pecs
After attending to the freight busibelow Johnsonville, not much change lar election."
SOc&$I.00
OOHS a nd
ness the Georgia Lee left for CincinAt the present time the water comFree Trial.
OLDS
desing the next 12 to 24 hours, probnati,
pany has installed for the use of the
ably followed by a rise,
Cure
for all
tatuckest
and
Surest
"Oh. De black cat spit in the YelThe Mississippi front below St. city 411 fire plugs, which under the
THROAT and LUNG TROUBlow cat's eye."
LES, or MONEY BACK.
Louis to Cairo, no material change old contract are rated and cost each
Thus sang one rotteter front the
year as
r
i5n
during the neat 24 hotirs.
Santo this morning aand the rouster
41
e
at t 4004). • -86'
"4'43°
following him took
the strain,
30 fire plugs at t30•00 • •
900.
"
Comeairsi.
Notice
to
"Oit, De yellow eat atop and let de
231 fire Plugs at 825• 1?) • • • 5:775."
Bids will be received at the office
black cat by.How many more verses there were Of Architect A. t. Lassiter for conRed 1011t1C110
Total
to this plaintive song could not be crete work In Lang park tip till noon
Under the proposed contract this i Book Binding, Bank Work, Leg:
told for the two moved on out of Tuesday, October 22, 1906. Plans, same service would cost the city but
1,1,4 1I'.ihr
Writk k sperieliv
hearing. Joel Chamiter Harris has profile and specifications; may be seen 15,220:00 for each of the first ten
immortalizedd the negro folk-lore and at above office. The board of park years of the contract a saving upon
songs on the plantation. Bat If negro cOmminaloners reserves the right to the number of hydrants now installed
roustabout life on the rivers Is al- reject any and all bids.
of $4.455.00 per annum and for the
Board of Park Commissioners,
lowed to die out without a chronicler
ten year period a eating of $44,Rose 209 Fratraity
D. G. MI'RRELL, Pros.
one of the most pictureegne as well
A LTIERS, See.
fiKO W
as one of the most interesting studies
analeite Pits 414
Pans
3311
Aim
For each of the last eight years
of the negro character will be lost to
which the franchise has to run, the
the future.
The Texas Wender
co?t for 411 hydrants would be 96.That there Is a etrong strain of Cures all kidney, bladder and rheu- 165, a saving to the city of $6,51 11
Musk in the negro character Is evi- matic troubles; sold by J, H. Oehl- per annum or of $52,08d for the
dent to any observer; for In tiny
CAMPBELL BLOCK
sehlseger, 601 Broadway, Dr. E. W. entire eight year. of the francrowd of them you will see dancing,
itel•phorps: office, 369; Resilience, psi
Hail, office 2926 Olive Street, St. chise, making a total saving to the
Singing or other rythmic movements.
city between the existing contract and
Lunt/, MO
The two lines givan doubtleee we'.

r

Bargain
Hunters

,

e

RIVER XIFS

Three Victor Talk
ing Machines.
20 different Musical
Instruments, casts.

Must Close Out at Once
Biggest Bargairs Ever
Offered in Paducah
Call Quick,
We need our room for
Picture
Wall
Paper
and
Frames.

Sanderson & Co.
Plisse 1513.

420

PADUCAH
111VANSVILLIC,
CAIRO LINE.

gvanaville

(Incorporated.)
sad Yoder:aft

AND

Packets.

(Deily accept Sunday.)
Bteemers Joe Fowler and John &
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Crane:vine and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now In atfeet from Paducah to Evautvlile and
return, $4.00 Elegant music on the
boat. Table unsurpassed.
STE.AMF.ti Mt'IC FOWLER
tesavta Pidut ah for Cairo and -way
landings at a a tu. sharp, daily except Sunday. Special exeution rates
now in effect from Paducab to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table unsurpassed.
For further Information apply to
S. A Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler. City Pass. Agent, at
Fow le r-Cruin baugh & Co's Wilco.
Both phones No. 39.
47.

LOUIS AND TENNEIISEB
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
FOR TENANCIES BMW
411111M1003"

11;At

STEAMER CLYDE
Leave Paducah for Teenager* Rivers
Every Wednesday at 1 p. as.
A. W WRIGHT
Mastao
=GENE ROBINSON
(leek
This company is not responsible
for invoice charge. noises collected
by the clerk of the boat.

NEW STATE HOTEL
D. A. Batley, Prop.
MErROPOLIS, ILL.
Newest and beet bowl in the city
Rates $2.00.
ooms,

Two large sample

rooms.

Bath

Hlectric

ignta. The only centrally located
cotel in the city.

Patron's Satietted•

Cdnillertial

the DRAUGH014'

COUCH

KILL

CURE

LUNC8

Dr King's
New Discovery

FOR

d enry mam men, Jr.

sra.675.0)4)

lionved ts Third

HOY_ER I

az
fr

14

4F69
0
4
40

ie4
(Incorporated.)

PIORMI, 312.3151min,, 111 PAUfttLf
270.hearl is 16 st•Les POSITIONS as
ellTed or maeey illtrUNDED
.41.6o tea,-t, my
MAIL. Canticles, wt „I convince you that
:elasholi,•lit Title warm au 0- reed fnr
-Aft
NOTICE.

List of new subserthere added by the
Kam Tennessee zedeptione
witty Today:
25eS --Kagan, J. I.., 1158
way.
2757-Vance, James R., 930 Harrison,
2564, Davie, A. N., 300 Harrison.
2761--Furlong, May, 501 Powell.
27i:4-Pleasant. W
720 51,
11th.
Like other commodities telephone
service should be paid for according
to it worth and value.
We have in the city over 3,000
subscribers or live times as many as
the Independent company; outside
the city and within the county we
have 63 times as many subscribers as
the independent company. Yet we
will piece a telephone In your residence at the same rate the Independent company, is supposed to charge,
and provide in addition, long distance facilities which will enable you
to reach fifty minim people from
rosin home .

ABIll L. WEI &Cs

Call 300 for further information.
CAST .TENNESSEE. TEL1CPTIONE
COMPANY.

INSURANCE

Yes, Alonzo, foul weather Immotimes boots the price IC OW.

PACF. EIGHT

TIM rADUCLI.11 EVENDIG SUN

FRIDAY, OCINAFR io

WALLERSTEIN BROS.
OPENING A SUCCESS I

1

MS

TRIKING indeed are our clothes
when taken in comparison with
other makes. There's a certain
41
_ileand elegance, coupled with
-- refined taste and perfection in fit
that place them at the very top.
To the particular man, accustomed to
patronizinx the merchant tailor to satisfy
his discriminating taste, they at once appeal. They equal the best, though the
price is moderation itself.

S

Street Car Franehine fur Sale.
On Friday, the 25th of October,
190G, about. the hour of 14) o'clock
a. m.. at the door of the City Hall
'
will offer for sale a street car (mei:110c for a term of 20 years, accord
lag to ordinance recently passed by
the city council. '
The ordinance is on file In the Au
ditor's °Mee and can be seen by those
desiring to purchase. This sale
I"
wade subject to the approval of the
General Council.
The city reserves the right to reject any and all bids.
Respectfully,
D. A. YEL:ER,
Mayor of the city of Padueah, Ky
-The Freithall Team.
Members of the football team aro
meeting with success in the sale of
tickets for tomorrow's, football
game with Metropolis. The game has
been well advertised and a large
crowd is expected out to witness the
ilrst sport of this kind this season.
TL -t Paducah team has been working hard and the code of signals if
new and perfectly understood. The
team this year is composed of more
heavy weights and Forge faster sprinters.

Suits and Overcoats
$10 to $40
/20/4
NE Aso BOYS itlt
3'

&ROAWAY

PADUCAH .

Y:

Clitsblish•d 1868

CLARK'S SPECIALS
Saturday, Oct. 20
24 11, White Frost Fleur ..
1 -2 barrel Pansy Flour

$2.65

Pure Ground Black Pepper per pound
Pure Country Sorghum per gallon

.25
.45

3 packages Blue Ribbon Roll Oats

.25

2 lb Imported rut Macaroni for
Turnips per peek ...

.25

Bars Octagon Soap

.25

'2 rakes Sapolo

15

4 18e packages Arm & Hammer Soda
Red Onions per peck
Fancy Red Mellow Apples

.25
25

per pock
Small Picnic Ham= per pound
Large White Trt.h Potatoe.4 per peck
3 package. Buckwheat Flow-

.25

Pint bottle Champion Maple Syrup
Quart holtle Champion Maple Sytrup

.25

.20
.10
.20

S lb Fancy Head Rice for .
Pure Coutory Vinegar per gal
6 rolls Toilet Paper for

.25

etenavJa IJtt,i

.2S

.20
.30

UR4 cu L. for

O0 TO- --

PAGES RESTUARANT
For (Wick

lunches. Short orders a Specialty. Give us a trial.
PAGE'S, II
South Third St•

Haddinsbitrg Ky . Oct. 19.--HeurY
Clayter, the negro who eloped to Chicad°, lii., with Edna Gardner, a slxteen-year-old white girl, of Irvington
some time ago, was given a 241-year
seatenee In the FAdyvIlle penitentiary
Air" jury In the Breckinridge elegnit
irilibitrt. The jury was out or.l.y about
three minute, befor 'returning a rer-

Ogroo,

A Litekir Postmistress.
Is Mrs. Alexander, of -Cary, Me., who
has found Dr. King's New Life Pulls
to be the best remedy she ever tried
for keeping the Stomach. Liver
and
Bowels in perfect order. You'll agree
with her if you try these painless purifier/ that infuse new life. Guaranteed by all druggists. Price 26c.

25

Prof. Merry Speaks.
Prof. H. H. Cherry, president of
the Western State Normal isehool, at
Bowling Green, Is in the city on
business, and this morning delivered
an excellent address In the members
of the High school In the auditorium
at the Washington building. His
talk was along educational :Ines. He
I. an able speaker and hie aIdrese
was greatly appreciated. Prof. Cherry is here on business ronneete.I with
his school.
New to Succeed Cortelyou.
Washington, Oct. 19.-Col. Harry
S. New of Indianapolis. may succeed
Cortelyou when the latter gives up
the office of postmaster genera' to acrept the treasury portfolio. New is
%lee chairman of the Republican national committee.

The lehkoodah.
dirt. ('laytef, until two daYs ago.
The first issue this season of The
was eonfined la the Unilsville jail for
Ishkoodah, the High school paper,
fear of mob violence.
will appear next week. Pupils are
A happy ihought,Mrs.Auslin's Pan- working hard to make It the best
, a kits for breakfast, Ready In
school paper in the state.
a jiffy.
The lady hug la generally at home
A happy thought,Mra.AtrAtin's Panwhen the kissing bug calls.
cakes for breakfast. Ready in a
Jiffy.

s6sKsoilliiilishar,6061611006111061i8
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There's a Satisfaction
I
A in Knowing

GIVEN

'Ilte hells, the bells."
Everywhere all over the city last
night, men and hors by the hundred,' were ,urning themselves into
bell men, proclaiming the fact that
Wallerstein Bros. had an opening,
and today the little ones in the home
will be parading an advertisement
for this progressive arm.
•
It was a happy idea, the bell, the
sheep hell; for attracted by the
sound, men followed
the tinkling
bells like sheep, and the sound a
ways led them straight to Thirit
street and Broadway.
When they got that far they went
in, for one of the most effective e:eeirk rlisPlaffs ever seen on Broadwway threw Its alluring van -colored
rays 'crone the street from the
front of the store and enticed all pedestrians to enter, where the bells
came from.
The window
dressing and the
lighting were beautiful and not the
least attractive features of the opening of Wallersteine.
Inside green and white was the
coior scheme carried out With
On"Prl
pants and flowers and decor ,•
and here again the lighting efthelped.
The proprietors, heads of departments and clerks acted as a t ,
tion committee and paseed tip
ors in .1 sanatitat struana. on
the store down itairs and upstairBesides the bells, nobby pocketbott,
eolored and shaped like an 'utile
maple leaf were distributed.
In spite of- the-threetentng weather several thousand men visited ii
store during the evening.

415 To 41r

WWII-EOM

Beautiful Electrie Effects, Tasteful
!Weimar lona and thiropillaiii)

SOUVENIRS

LeLLEI
rlitCo
.
R.0.dli to W411 -"
10

1

Bells And Lights And Plenty
Of Color Predominated.

H4NI/t44lME

illawinirollaawil

IP•agaretlrognassellrwaliesetraglan

•

That all our clothes are new; that the make, as well
as the price, is right; that when you come here you
have unlimited choice of what the best tailors have
produced this season.

We Ask Your Special Attention to
Our Men's $15 Suits.

•
•

You'll find them the equal of any $18 suits shown
about town. They're in handsome plaid. and
checks in Cheviots and Worsteds and Cassimeres;
cut in the extreme as well as conservative styleslined and trimmed with the most substantial material. Let us show them to you.
•

11.411'41111us.41$-miaow all'algass.411Puallise-•IP"91111.-411-"alluelt4,1-"agineel+rallilnee

•

ttonId'aillus44411-salliesieell1eitle+Ileas.•
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TwoN.EJ

2O3

S ELL
T14F

•

JON*srely-DEN K E R

13, ,57"
Remember these facts are not misleading. You can buy Kentucky or Pittsburg.Coal from us,
and guaranteed, too. We give just as big bushels, just as good coal and as much coal as your
money will buy anywhere.
•_••••asimmeamemeer
ellsolilen.4119slailawa+s-•••••....t+e-wesa....a+s-suab..•••asego.••-enab.est
•

...THE...

Great Southern Tea & Coffee Co.
Both Phones 805. 113 South Second St.
Sugar, 5 pounds
Flour,

29c

Northern

finest

Hominy Flake, New Cm')

Wheat 24 lb sack..
Flour,

first .linality

straight ".4•• 11).

II lb
of

Coffee Santos, extra qual80

.

Bacon. finest of smoked for
family use, per lb....
Broom, extra

heavy.

11

Hominy. Ni

extra

.16
value

Java

and Mocha, 4 ID

$1.00

Country- Butter, fresh and

.2t

Grits, New Crop 3

ity per lb
Coffee

4

stays

.36

sweet, per lb

.25

. .

.10

Pickles, New

Crop, Gal.,.

.36

Crop 3 M..

.10

Oats, New Crop 3 Pkgs..

.25

Watch the New Store.
Our Special Sales Are Creating Great Interest

This Time It's a Shirt Scoop
$1.50 Standard Make Shirts $1.00.

A TIP
See Bradley Bros.
About Your Winter supply of

-COAL-

We are always on the lookout for big things, and we
are finding them. Our first specials have proven Interesting
in the extreme to our customers, and if you hay, not profited
by them, get In line now, as every few days we shall have
some very attracting things to tell you shout. Rememb
er
one thine, too, you can always count on whet we say
in
these ads.
For Friday and Saturday we offer 39 dozen $1.50 shirts,
wih cuffs attached, made by one of the leading makers in
the country, woven madras, negligee style, and In all
sixes
from 14 to 17, wide range of colors, too,'for
11.00.
See the display in oir window Friday and Saturday

•

L.

415*0417
Sole agents for the old reliable Cartersville, Ill.,
washed nut and egg coal.
Telephone 339

HEALT

AND VITALIts
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1.1ST AND (4. C. C. KOLB, PADUCAH,
KY.
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CITY TRANSFER CO.
Now located at

Olauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling

TELENIONF 499

4 '

